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F I AT LU X : CO N V E R SAT I O N W I T H T H E P R E S I D E N T

Rollins’ 14th President Lewis Duncan
Interviews Former CIA Director Porter Goss

I

n February, Rollins’ Winter Park
Institute hosted former CIA Director

Porter Goss. His visit offered an opportunity for President Lewis Duncan to
engage Goss (who isn’t a newcomer to
Rollins—his sons Chauncey ’88, Mason
’89, and Gerrit ’92 graduated from the
College) in a conversation about education
and global citizenship. Rollins Magazine

MATT MORRIS

is pleased to share a taste of their dialogue.

LD: From the uniqueness of your perspective
and experiences, what do you think are the
principal elements of a very good, 21st-century
liberal education?

PG: We’re in an extraordinary time of change
in the globe. It isn’t just the technology; it’s
the amount of information flow that that
technology has provided us. Having the
judgment of how to deal with that is really
an important part of the educational process.

LD: I love the quote from Jefferson that
there’s no more democratizing force than
knowledge. Information is becoming freely
available to much more of the world, and it’s
much more difficult to control. Do you
think the technology that makes it difficult to
control information may signal the future end
of despots and tyranny?

PG: Knowledge is enabling people to make
decisions and see things they haven’t seen
before, and that’s a little bit of a double-edged
sword. The problem of how to go forward with
that knowledge and make the right judgment
seems to me today to be increasingly difficult.
Who do you believe? How do you know which
knowledge that is coming across your desk or
in front of your eyes is the believable knowledge?

Is it really true that this is the right solution?
It’s a crisis of confidence.

LD: How do we educate young people for a
world in which government service, community
service, civic engagement, and democratic values
become a defining, positive part of their lives,
and help them move away from a kind of cynical
rejection of all that we’re trying to accomplish?

PG: Create an understanding of what’s at
stake, not just for the United States of
America, but humanity. I truly believe there is
a mighty contest going on between good and
evil, and I’m not being particularly religious
here. There is good and there is evil, and I
believe good will triumph if people will get
involved, and that’s part of education.

LD: Rollins’ mission statement says it
“educates for global citizenship and responsible
leadership.” When we talk about global
citizenship, do you think there is a rising
generation of young people who may actually
be global citizens?

PG: I think there will be. I think this is an
evolutionary process. I’m not sure we will ever
overcome the familial instincts we have—and
I’m not sure we should—or the tribal instincts.
In the old days, it was very, very simple. You
never went out of your valley because you
couldn’t look over the mountain, you couldn’t
go over the mountain. Now you can; all you
do is look up at the satellite and see everything.
Now what are the rules?
People overseas don’t want to be seen
through the lens of an American thinking
everything is just like America. They need to
be seen through the lens of who they are, and
the only way you learn about who they are is if
you live there, speak their language, use their
gestures, understand their culture. The better
we craft global understanding, the better we’re
able to operate as a globe that is working
positively and peacefully in coordination.

To view the complete interview, visit
www.rollins.edu/magazine.

FROM THE GREEN

Letters to the Editor
A COACH FOR
THE AGES

RESURRECTING THE DEARLY DEPARTED
I am writing to comment on the series of articles “The Ghosts of
Rollins” (Fall 2011). The one about the football game struck me
personally (The Football Game That Wasn’t). I grew up in Pittsford,
New York, just outside of Rochester. My pediatrician, neighbor, and
one of my father’s best friends was none other than Kenneth Woodward,
otherwise known to me as “Uncle Ken.” He and “Aunt Betty” raised
seven wonderful children and lived down the street from us. I was
raised by a single dad, and the Woodwards were like my second family.
Uncle Ken was truly a remarkable man. If he wasn’t seeing patients,
working to provide healthcare to low-income children, serving on
boards, or teaching, he could be found on the sidelines as a team
doctor at his children’s sporting events or attending their concerts
and other activities. He had time for everyone.
He not only had his medical degree and was on the faculty at the
University of Rochester, but he went back to school to earn his MBA
and became a medical officer for Xerox Corporation. His death from
cancer was a tragic loss.
We always knew he faced enormous challenges (although he was not
one to ever complain), but my father and I had never heard this story.
Brette Gillman P’15
Pittsburgh, PA
No ghost was part of the incident at that time [when I fell from
the ladder in the Annie] (The Haunting of Annie Russell, “Ghosts of
Rollins,” Fall 2011). Here’s what happened: I got shocked and fell 30
feet, crashing on top of chairs and assorted clutter backstage. I think
Bill McNulty ’68 ran to the board and cut the power, essentially saving
my life. (I never said thank you, Bill. Hope it isn’t too late.) Marie

In the Spring 2011 issue,
you ran an article about
the 60 years of water skiing
at Rollins (“Catching Big
Air for 60 Years”). As an
educator and a former
World Champion overall
waterskier and a three-time
men’s intercollegiate
overall champion, I am
upset that Bobby Davis ’82
made only a reference that
a coach was with Rollins in
the late ’60s. No name mentioned. This coach gave his time to the
school, and the school competed with other colleges at Cypress Gardens
Intercollegiate Championship. I would have thought that with such
great detail to what was printed, Davis would have been able to at
least identify all the coaches who have aided with the continued success
of the Rollins water ski team. As this coach is now deceased, I would
hope his name could in some small way be added to one of your next
articles. The coach’s name is Ken Hillier of Orlando, Florida; he
passed away September 11, 2010.

Roland Hillier
Orlando, FL
EDITOR’S NOTE: According to the archives, Kenneth Hillier was
coach from 1966-68 and 1969-70, Eugene Curtis was coach from
1968-69, and William Shetter was coach from 1971-73.

GRADING SCALE
The information on Fern Creek being a D school is not exactly
correct in the article about Suzy Plott ’09 (“High Impact Learning,”
Fall 2011). As a Fern Creek alum who is strongly tied to the school,
I wanted you to know that their D ranking is so far back, I can’t even
find the real data on it. I know that Rollins values their relationship
with Fern Creek and would want their students, faculty, and staff
portrayed in an accurate light.

Rothchild Laux ’67, crying uncontrollably, held me down so I
wouldn’t move. If I had moved, I possibly would have been paralyzed.
(Thank you, Marie, for what you did for me. I never forgot.)
I spent the entire Thanksgiving vacation in the hospital, returning
to school just before classes started up again. In the 1964 Tomokan,
I’m wearing a brace clearly outlined under the white shirt.
Dave Jacobs ’66
Millsboro, DE

Dawn Nagy
Winter Park, FL
EDITOR’S NOTE: We apologize for the misleading information. When
Suzy Plott began working with Fern Creek in 2006, the school indeed
had an A ranking. The last time Fern Creek received a D ranking was
in 2000; however, Rollins had begun partnering with the elementary
school before that, beginning with individual faculty and student efforts
in the 1990s and taking a college-wide approach under the Office of
Community Engagement in 2001.

Letters are always welcome in response to the contents of the magazine. We reserve the right to edit for length, style, and clarity. Send signed letters to: Laura Cole,
Rollins Magazine, 1000 Holt Avenue – Box 2729, Winter Park, FL 32789, or email ljcole@rollins.edu. You may also comment on articles in the online version of
the magazine at www.rollins.edu/magazine.
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Well Played

JIM HOGUE

The women's basketball team, led by
coach Glenn Wilkes, Jr., celebrated a
56-54 victory—and a regional championship
title—over Valdosta State. The win during
the NCAA Division II South Region
Tournament Championship game, held at
Rollins, earned the program its first trip in
the College's history to compete in the
Elite Eight. They advanced as far as the
semifinals, where they were knocked out
by Shaw University, which went on to
win the national championship.

Truth Beyond Fact
his spring, Paula McLain visited
Rollins as part of Winter With the
Writers. She stayed to teach a onecredit course on writing historical fiction,
something she knows a thing or two about.
Her novel The Paris Wife, which chronicles
Ernest Hemingway’s first marriage from the
perspective of his wife, Hadley, spent 30 weeks
on The New York Times bestseller list and
has sold 700,000 copies. She’s currently
working on her next novel, in which she
explores the life and mind of Marie Curie.
While at Rollins, she spent three days
working with students on their drafts of
historical fiction that featured the likes of
Gwendolyn Brooks, Emily Dickinson,
Louis Farrakhan, Allen Ginsberg, Flannery
O’Connor, and Sylvia Plath. The course
offered the opportunity to listen to her talk
about the writing process (“It’s a lie that
my Hadley is Hadley. It’s not her, and it’s
not me. It’s some marriage between the

T

4

“READING (AND WRITING) POETRY REMINDS
us of the power of language—particularly lyric
poetry, compressed and distilled—and heightens
our sense of imagery and musicality.”

two.”). It also presented the chance to sit
down with her and ask a few questions.
Rollins Magazine: Did you have professional
writers workshop your writing when you
were a student?
Paula McLain: When I was a grad student
at the University of Michigan, we had visiting
professional writers all the time, and that
was a tremendous resource. I still remember
things they said, little bits of advice and
encouragement. And then there’s the
modeling, the experience of seeing living,
working writers, how they’re making their
way in the world. That definitely gave me
something to point myself at.

ROLLINS MAGAZINE

RM: What’s it like now being on the other
side of the table?
PM: I get a lot of energy from teaching.
There’s something so invigorating and
inspiring about witnessing potential—seeing
someone really begin to see themselves as a
writer for the first time. There’s nothing quite
like it, in fact. I feel sorry for writers who
don’t teach at all; they’re really missing out!
RM: During the first class, one piece of
advice you offered students was to read
poetry, not biography. How does poetry
inform your writing?
PM: Reading (and writing) poetry reminds
us of the power of language—particularly
lyric poetry, compressed and distilled—and
heightens our sense of imagery and musicality.
Of beauty. A lot of biography is quite
prosaic. Historical fiction should read like
fiction and be well made. Don’t we all want
to write and read beautiful sentences?

DAVID NOE

FROM THE GREEN

SEEN AND HEARD

PM: Getting any character’s voice right seems
a pretty essential part of any piece of fiction.
Knowing and following the arc of a story already
defined by history ups the ante a bit, I suppose,
because the character is known, and whatever
you create will be held up against the real figure
to see if it’s believable, convincing. That was
even more the case with Ernest Hemingway,
as you can well imagine.
RM: He certainly has a way of leaving an
impression. For all those aspiring writers out
there, what advice do you have for them?
What would you want to go back and tell your
undergraduate self?
PM: I would tell myself that getting lavish
praise from my peers or professors doesn’t
matter, nor does winning student prizes. None
of the “stars” of my workshop are writing now.
The people who have gone on to have success
are the persistent ones—the fighters, the
scrappers, the ones who kept at it when failure
came their way.

DAVID NOE

CARL HIAASEN

DAVID NOE

“The humor in my writing serves as a
much more effective weapon than simply
screaming on a soapbox to communicate
what is right for our state.”

PAT METHENY

“Be the worst guy in
every band you’re in.”
JILL GABLE ’89

RM: I would imagine that in historical fiction
striking the right balance applies to more than
just the structure. How is the process of getting
a character’s voice right different when you
already know historically what’s going to
happen, what must happen?

“The ocean is so deep, so
big, so wide, so resilient, we
never thought we had the
capacity to harm it.”

DAVID McCULLOUGH
“To be ignorant of how beholden we
are to our ancestors is to be rude
and ungrateful.”
DAVID NOE

PM: Certainly my editor and I don’t always
agree, but I do always try to hear what she has
to say and really consider it. Often we can be
defensive as writers, and territorial—so when
we think we’re sticking up for ourselves and
our “intuition,” we’re really just reluctant to
hear anything negative. No one is truly objective
about their work. I like collaboration. It tests
and challenges me to question what I’m up to
in a piece of writing, and for that reason,
makes me better.

SYLVIA EARLE

CHIMAMANDA ADICHIE

“I cannot be anything other
than who I am. I tell the best
stories I can, understanding
that some people will be
able to relate to them and
others won’t.”

DAVID NOE

RM: What’s the role of an editor in writing
those beautiful sentences? For example, you
mentioned choosing Susanna Porter as your
editor because she immediately dug into what
you needed to fix. For you, how do you find
the balance between knowing when to trust
your editor and when to trust your intuition?
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JAMES W. PORTER (UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA)

FROM THE GREEN

Research Reveals Human Impact
on Florida Reefs

F

rom salmonella to mad cow disease,
infectious diseases get their fair share
of play in the media—and with good
reason. It’s easier to prevent contamination
when you know the cause of the problem
and, hence, what to avoid.
Armed with this credo, Associate
Professor of Biology Kathryn Sutherland
led a research team in exploring the source
of pathogens. Rather than focus on the
transmission of pathogens from plants and
animals to humans—a phenomenon known
as zoonosis—Sutherland and University of
Georgia research collaborators Erin Lipp,
associate professor of environmental health
science, and James Porter, professor of
ecology and marine sciences, examined how
human bacteria infects wildlife.
They didn’t have to travel far from the
Florida coast to conduct their research. The
focus of their study, Caribbean elkhorn coral,
is among Florida’s most-common reef
building corals and once flourished in the
Florida Keys. Listed as protected since 2006
under the United States Endangered Species
Act, this type of coral has been damaged by
hurricanes and infected with white pox disease.
White pox kills coral. But where does
the white pox originate from?
“When we identified Serratia marcescens
as the cause of white pox, we could only

6

WITH FUNDING from Florida’s Mote Marine
Laboratory “Protect Our Reefs” grant program,
Sutherland and her colleagues inoculated fragments
of coral with the strain found in both humans and
corals to see if it would cause disease.

speculate that human waste was the source
of the pathogen because the bacterium is also
found in the waste of other animals,”
Sutherland says.
To determine a source of the pathogen,
the research team collected and analyzed
human samples from the wastewater treatment
facility in Key West as well as samples from
several other animals such as Key deer and
seagulls. While Serratia marcescens was
found in these other animals, genetic analyses
showed that only the strain from human
sewage matched the strain found in white
pox-diseased corals on the reef.
The final piece of the investigative puzzle
was to show that this strain was pathogenic to
corals. With funding from Florida’s Mote
Marine Laboratory “Protect Our Reefs”
grant program, Sutherland and her colleagues
inoculated fragments of coral with the strain
found in both humans and corals to see if it
would cause disease. The experiments were
carried out in a laboratory in closed seawater
tanks in order to eliminate any risk of
infection to wild populations of corals.
“The strain caused disease in elkhorn
coral in five days, so we found definitive
evidence that humans are a source of the

ROLLINS MAGAZINE

pathogen that causes this devastating disease
of corals,” Sutherland said.
In humans, Serratia marcescens causes
respiratory, wound, and urinary tract
infections; meningitis; and pneumonia.
Human diseases caused by this bacterium are
most often associated with hospital-acquired
infections of newborn infants and immunocompromised adults. The research proved
groundbreaking, as movement of diseasecausing microbes from humans to marine
invertebrates had not previously been shown.
“This ‘reverse zoonosis’ is all the more
interesting because it involves the jump of a
pathogen from vertebrate to invertebrate and
from terrestrial to marine,” Porter said.
Sutherland and her research partners
identified and verified the source of the
infectious disease: human bacteria. Thanks to
a $2.2-million grant from the National Science
Foundation, they are now investigating other
factors that contribute to the emergence and
maintenance of white pox outbreaks, including
water quality, climate variability, and patterns
of human population density.
This information will provide valuable
insight into ways to contain—and hopefully
reduce—the bacteria’s contamination of
coral, which provides the foundation for a
dynamic ecosystem.
—Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS

Food for Thought
Studies show that one-third of all U.S. children are overweight or
obese, and two Rollins professors are trying to do something
about it by looking into how school environments affect children’s
dietary behavior.

Surveying more than
As part of the Rollins College StudentFaculty Collaborative Scholarship Program
and Andrew W. Mellon Faculty Renewal
Grant Program, Assistant Professor of
Psychology Alice Davidson and Professor
of Psychology Steven St. John teamed up
with 12 undergraduate students and their
grant research partners at Millsaps College
in Jackson, Mississippi, to find out if a
correlation exists between the length of
lunch periods and eating habits.
“Our goal was to better understand
the causes of childhood obesity and
correct the mistakes we’re making when it
comes to teaching our kids how and what

to eat,” Davidson said. “It’s important to
understand how various factors (the types
of food they are being offered, how much
time is allotted for lunch, and how quickly
they are eating) contribute to the problem.”
Surveying more than 1,500 students
at both long (minimum of 30 minutes)
and short (25 minutes or less) lunch
periods, researchers documented what
they ate and how long they ate and also
measured body fat and Body Mass Index.
The students surveyed in the Rollins
study were on average about 20 percent
overweight compared with the national
average of about 25 percent.

1,500 students
• Regardless of the length of the
lunch period, students spent about
the same amount of time actually
eating (between 7 and 8 minutes).
• Short lunch periods seemed to
have the biggest impact on females.
High school girls who had less time
to eat tended to have higher body
fat percentages (30 percent) than
those who had more time (20
percent). For males, body fat
remained pretty steady.

The Dharma Bums at Rollins
It’s been more than 50 years since
Jack Kerouac wrote his famous novel
The Dharma Bums while living in
Orlando. When Kerouac died 1 1 years
later, he left behind a literary legacy
that Central Florida continues to
honor today. He also left behind a
typescript of the novel, littered with
his and other editors’ handwritten
notes and scribbles. As part of a
LAUREN BRADLEY

permanent loan agreement with the
Kerouac Project, that typescript now
calls Olin Library Special Collections
& Archives home.

SPRING | 2012
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Reading Room
With the election fast approaching, we asked
Professor of Political Science Don Davison to
recommend five books every voting person
should read. Here are his selections:

Boiling Mad:
Inside Tea Party America
Kate Zernike

JUDY WATSON TRACY

Zernike, a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist,
describes the origins and development of the
Tea Party movement as well as its philosophical
underpinnings. Despite Tea Partiers being
relatively better educated and enjoying slightly
higher household incomes compared with the
national median, they are deeply pessimistic
about the economy and the future of the country.
As the Tea Party develops, however, it is less a
coherent political organization and more a
diverse collection of disaffected citizens mobilized by their interpretation of
the Constitution and how the national government has over-reached into
areas of the economy and society. Zernike’s research illustrates the deeply
conservative strands of thought that include a healthy suspicion of
governmental power and how these ideas have the potential to cut across
diverse portions of society.

The Broken Branch:
How Congress Is Failing America
and How to Get It Back on Track
Thomas E. Mann and Norman J. Ornstein
Mann and Ornstein—one a liberal and the
other a conservative—explain the sources of
congressional decay and why many scholars
now consider Congress dysfunctional. The
current maladies afflicting Congress are the
result of historical processes. Democratic Party
dominance for 40 years produced a system
where work was conducted in specialized

8

committees and decision making was decentralized, often
excluding members of the minority. Republican control
beginning in 1995 replaced the sometimes fragmented system
with a party-controlled model where the substantive expertise
of committees and seniority are sacrificed for loyalty to the
party leadership. Ideology wins over substantive policy
making that was formerly focused in the committee and
subcommittee system. Consequently, Congress has abdicated
many of its oversight responsibilities to the presidency and
compromised its deliberative decision-making processes.
Often, the outcome is poor policy.

ROLLINS MAGAZINE

Echo Chamber: Rush Limbaugh and the
Conservative Media Establishment

WORTH
MENTIONING

Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Joseph N. Cappella
A FOND FAREWELL
“Echo Chamber” is a term used in a classic work from the
1960s that examines the rationality of American public opinion.
The author, V.O. Key, argued in The Responsible Electorate that
citizens’ opinions and voting choices are echoes of the quality
of information provided to them by American political parties.
If the quality of information offered is poor, then the public’s
opinions and voting choices can appear ignorant or even silly.
Jamieson and Cappella borrow this important idea when
analyzing the influence of the contemporary media establishment
on public opinion and the outcome of elections. While focusing
on the integration of Fox News, conservative talk radio host Rush Limbaugh, and The Wall
Street Journal, their conclusions are broadly applicable to the left.

Reading Obama: Dreams, Hope, and the
American Political Tradition
James T. Kloppenberg
Barack Obama is an enigma in contemporary American politics.
Conservatives believe he is a liberal intent on bringing socialism
to the United States, while many members of his own party
believe he is insufficiently committed to their principles and
too willing to compromise. These characterizations perhaps
describe better the current state of politics and less the thinking
of Barack Obama. Kloppenberg, a Harvard historian, believes
Obama is best understood as being committed to democratic
deliberation and political pragmatism. According to Kloppenberg,
Obama is the product of many intellectual traditions across
the ideological spectrum and therefore defies labeling. Ultimately, he lands with the philosophical
pragmatists such as Madison, Lincoln, William James, and John Dewey.

Winner-Take-All Politics: How Washington
Made the Rich Richer—and Turned Its Back
on the Middle Class

Laurie Joyner,
vice president for
planning and dean
of the College, has
been elected the
14th president of
Wittenberg University. Joyner will
become the first
woman to serve as
president of the 167-year-old, national liberal
arts institution in Springfield, Ohio. Since
her arrival in 2007 as dean of the faculty,
Joyner has contributed significantly to
Rollins’ momentum, including her outstanding efforts to craft a student success
initiative and launch the current cycle of
strategic planning.

COMMITMENT TO OPEN ACCESS
In November, President Lewis Duncan
signed the Berlin Declaration, one of the
foundational documents of the open access
movement, on behalf of Rollins College.
Open access is a movement within scholarship to encourage access to published
scholarly research online and at no direct
cost to the reader. It contrasts with “toll
access,” which restricts access to those
who have paid subscriptions to such works.

PROMOTING LIFELONG LEARNING
Rollins College and The Mayflower Retirement Community received the International
Council on Active Aging’s “Industry
Innovator Award” for their collaborative
lifelong learning partnership, “Live and
Learn.” With only five honorees worldwide

Jacob S. Hacker and Paul Pierson
Hacker and Pierson tackle the explosive issue of the growing
economic inequality in the United States. They find that the
average after-tax income of the wealthiest 1 percent of
households increased from $337,000 a year in 1979 to more
than $1.2 million in 2006, or an increase of almost 260 percent.
Conversely, the after-tax income of the poorest 20 percent of
households rose from $14,900 to $16,500 per year, or just 10
percent; the middle class experienced an increase of 21 percent.
Why are the rates of increases so disparate? The authors
consider the effects of larger macro-economic forces such as globalization, the technology
advantage (or disadvantage), and the demand for increased education by the workforce—all
of which contribute to the disparity. Significantly, they argue that changes in the American
political system beginning in the 1970s led both political parties to turn away from a politics
of broadly shared prosperity which benefited most citizens.

SPRING | 2012

this year, the award highlights innovations
that lead the way, set new standards, and
make a difference in the lives of older adults.

NEW EXECUTIVE MBA PROGRAM
The Rollins MBA announced a new Executive
MBA program designed for students with
progressive management experience who
prefer to attend classes on Saturdays.
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First issue: zero sunlight
“In our first meeting with the architect, we said if there were

not going to be windows, don’t even bother to start the renovation,”
said Archibald Granville Bush Professor of Science Thomas Moore,
who has worked for over a decade in the building’s dungeon-like

1

lower levels and was faculty liaison for its redesign.

SOLUTION: GLASS GALORE. Not only will the bottom
floors have windows for the first time, but the façade will feature a
three-story glass atrium and “special” windows tucked here and
there for additional light and interest. Even labs and classrooms
will have glass walls.
“Natural light is always good,” said Paul Harris, professor of
psychology, who teaches environmental psychology in the labyrinthine
building, the largest academic building on campus. “Lighting that’s
too bright or too low is stressful. Light, noise, and temperature are
critical to productivity and also to the simple enjoyment of a space.”

3

An Intervention
Bush Science Center undergoes a complete
overhaul to right its design wrongs.
By Leigh Brown Perkins

10
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2

Second issue: mazelike interiors
“We were genuinely isolated,” Moore said. “Now we’re going to be a

community. That’s huge.”

2

SOLUTION: CONNECTION POINTS. Tearing down interior walls and
hamster-habitat hallways will create an open concept, with space for lounging,
studying, and chatting. A pedestrian mall will guide visitors to its doors. Even
the hallowed corner office will be flipped on its ear, with every professor’s
private space of equal size, scattered congenially throughout the building.
No seniority, no politics.
“If a biologist has his office next to a physicist, it naturally encourages us to
start talking to each other, and for our students to share what they’re studying
with each other,” Moore said. “Departmental divisions will start to dissolve.”
Design that gives people a nudge toward each other creates more than
cross-pollination of ideas.
“Public areas give people a sense of ‘this is my space and I belong here,’”
Harris said.

4

Fourth issue: the mad scientist syndrome

“Science is often seen as something incomprehensible,” Moore said. “Making
this building feel like the living room of the campus will help people understand
that science is not something separate or weird.”

SOLUTION: AN IRRESISTIBLE FIRST IMPRESSION.
Enter the Annie Russell Theatre or
the Cornell Fine Arts Museum and
there can be no doubt that Rollins
puts a premium on the arts. The

4

same concept applies here for the
sciences and math, Harris said, with
its architecture hitting several
psychological switches at once.

3

“The overall impression with this

Third issue: lack of greenness

sort of soaring design is that Rollins
values science and wants you to be a

“I was 11 years old when this building was built,” Moore said.
“There are some environmental concerns to be addressed.”

part of it,” he said.

SOLUTION: STATE-OF-THE-ART MATERIALS
AND DESIGN. Rollins is going beyond a basic update, all the

A coffee shop on the first floor.

And the ultimate welcome mat?

way to LEED certification. In addition to introducing energy-recovery
technology, rainwater collection, low-water-use fixtures, and highefficiency lighting systems and windows, Rollins is replacing the
mid-century air-circulation system, which will increase the air-change
rate fivefold.

To learn more about the Bush Science Center redesign,
visit www.rollins.edu/bush-science-center
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FROM THE GREEN

Strong Hall to Rise Again

Intended as a dormitory
for women, the $60,000
hall was made possible
by a gift from Hattie
M. Strong, who sponsored
numerous students
pursuing their college
education at Rollins.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF
ROLLINS COLLEGE ARCHIVES
AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
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This spring, Rollins began construction on Strong
Hall. Although the residence hall is being rebuilt from
the ground up, it will retain a central courtyard and all
of its original Spanish-Mediterranean beauty. This
time around, the College is making every effort to
ensure that Strong Hall will meet today’s sustainability
standards while being fortified to last at least 100 years.
In its first life, the building, which opened in
the fall of 1939, housed members of Gamma Phi
Beta, Chi Omega, Alpha Phi, Alpha Tau Omega,
and, most recently, a handful of Living Learning
Communities. The building’s courtyard has served
as the site for Shakespeareana, a program of scenes
from Shakespeare’s plays performed by faculty and
students from 1950 to 1968.
Intended as a dormitory for women, the $60,000
hall was made possible by a gift from Hattie M.
Strong, who sponsored numerous students pursuing
their college education at Rollins. Strong became
affectionately known as Mother Strong. In 1939,
she wrote to the first women who were to call Strong
Hall home: “My earnest hope is that into the life
pattern of every one may be woven a symbolic
meaning of its name and that the thread which makes
up her life’s tapestry may represent her desire to be
STRONG for everything which makes for happy,
healthful, helpful, and efficient womanhood.”

ROLLINS MAGAZINE

For Strong Hall’s second incarnation, the
facility will be split into two buildings and will be
more welcoming to students and more in line with
today’s sustainability standards. It will be able to
accommodate 60 to 80 students in rooms configured
as semi-suite residences. Each building will contain a
large study and common area, with smaller nooks
throughout for more intimate gatherings. In
addition, it will include many sustainability features

Strong Hall circa 1943

such as thermal pane windows with high-performance
glaze for heat control, individual temperature controls
in each room, occupancy sensors, low-water-use
fixtures, low-VOC paint, energy metering, and AC
provided by efficient chilled-water production.

The Psychology of
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ag along with a group of highschoolers on a prospect tour of
Rollins College and you’ll hear a
predictable response: “This campus
is so beautiful.” Outwardly, they’re
responding to the arching live
oaks, the Spanish-Mediterranean
architecture, and, of course, the
sunshine. But internally, they’re processing
spatial perception, territorial behavior, density,
even the formation of mental maps.
All of these elements and more influence
our connection to place and our behavior in
that place. Figuring out how and why is the
business of environmental psychology.
“It’s about the interrelationship between us
and the environment—built spaces or nature,”
said Paul Harris, professor of psychology, who
has been teaching a course on the subject
since 2000.
“It is by nature a very multidisciplinary
field,” Harris said, that draws on geography,

masses. His Street Life Project, using time-lapse
film to show precisely which of New York
City’s public plazas were most popular (and
why), became a book and then the film Social
Life of Small Urban Spaces. His findings were
more than entertaining: They became the
standard for urban planning courses and civic
design throughout the country.
“Every space is idiosyncratic,” Harris said,
“but Whyte’s work proved that you can generalize some things about how people use spaces.”
For instance, the most popular public
spaces have a higher proportion of women,
who appear to be pickier about where they’ll
hang out. Men, on the other hand, gravitate
toward pillars, walls, and flagpoles. They like
to have something solid at their backs (you’ll
start to notice it from now on). And, although
it seems obvious in our current era of the
ubiquitous café table, it was groundbreaking
when Whyte reported that benches are a false
lure: people prefer chairs so they can move

WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO WHERE WE DO IT
political science, sociology, physiology,
architecture, ecology, and psychology—the
ultimate liberal arts subject.
If the term, if not the experience, is
new to you, it’s likely because environmental
psychology is a relatively new discipline.
Earliest studies date only to the 1960s, and
there are only a handful of graduate programs
in the world.
But if you have heard the term, it’s likely
because of a single man, William Whyte.
Although he became famous in the ’50s for
his scathing take on white-collar life with the
book The Organization Man, it was his
groundbreaking work in the 1980s that
brought environmental psychology to the
14
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them into the sun, away from noise, toward
their companions.
“And you’ve got to have food,” Harris
said. “If you want people to come, give them
food and a comfortable seat where they can
eat it.”

MIND GAMES
So how, exactly, do environmental
psychologists figure out how many cleverly
spaced palm trees will get us to relax (spatial
perception), the right ratio of footpath to
sod, how loud and how tightly packed to
make a dance club feel youthful and
popular (density)? They take the multidisciplinary approach.

BY LEIGH BROWN PERKINS
ILLUSTRATION BY EMILIANO PONZI

“We use a wide variety of methods: lab
experiments, field work, coding behavior,
surveys,” Harris said.
Like crime scene investigators, environmental psychologists analyze spaces, checking
for traces of trash accumulation or wear on
paths (accretion and erosion, they call it).
Harris often has students track their blood
pressure and heart rates walking down leafy
Park Avenue and then walking the same distance
on Fairbanks. He gets a predictable outcome.
“Studies have shown that more natural
settings create a biological response,” Harris
said. “In one, patients were randomly assigned
hospital rooms, some overlooking buildings
and some overlooking trees. The ones with
exposure to nature healed faster and had
less stress.”
This plays out in the places we choose as
our favorite “spots.” For students, more often
than not, it’s a quiet place (but not too quiet)
enveloped by nature, which Harris says restores
a sense of balance and comfort. Jazzmyn
Iglesias ’13, for instance, gets away from it all
lakeside, behind the Cornell Fine Arts Museum,
“the best place to think and relax.”
She’s onto something. According to a
study in the 2010 Journal of Environmental
Psychology, 90 percent of people report increased
energy when placed in outdoor activities, even
for just 20 minutes a day.
This plays out in the broader sense of
“favorite place,” too. A Gallup poll in 2010
named Boulder, Colorado, the happiest town
in America. Yes, it has good health care and a
steady job market, but it also has 300 days of
sunshine per year, the powder of the Rockies,
and a greenbelt surrounding the city with 120
miles of hiking trails. Nature’s impact is not
lost in more metropolitan areas, though.
Washington, D.C., with its carefully tended
forests and carpet of grass, consistently ranks in
the happiness poll, too.

Although there are exceptions, Harris
said, “We seem to be hardwired to respond to
certain aspects of nature with relaxation.”
The rest of what the studies find, however,
is a bit more interpretive. Just because it’s
designed with scientific principles in place does
not mean the public will respond to it or use it
in the way it’s intended. Likewise, city planners
unschooled in environmental psychology
sometimes get it just right. Harris calls this the
difference between architectural determinism
and architectural probabilism.
Nowhere is environmental psychology’s
body of research more diabolically exploited
than in Las Vegas, which consistently ranks at
the bottom of the happiness poll. Las Vegas is
where human probabilism tends to race mindlessly toward determinism. If you give people a
space with no windows, no clocks, easy-to-win
slots by the front door, bottomless glasses, and
topless waitresses (and, rumor has it, oxygenated
air systems to up the feel-good factor), you get
another fairly predictable outcome.
“There are manipulations everywhere,”
Harris said. “But not just in Vegas. In
Washington, D.C., the monuments are all
designed to move people to different areas
and to prompt a particular feeling, and
airports and theme parks are designed
around human behavior.”

CHANGE OF SCENERY
Despite its 21st-century theme-park
applications, the concept that environment
influences behavior and well-being is as old as
civilization itself. In 400 B.C., Hippocrates
taught that humankind’s health is affected by
where people live, noting that hillside residents
were healthier than people who settled on
marshes (he did not need to know that malarial
mosquitoes were to blame, rather than the
“bad air” of the bogs, to know that cool
breezes made for a more hale population).
SPRING | 2012

Twenty centuries before the first experiments with sunlamps and SAD (seasonal
affective disorder), Hippocrates taught that
the greatest environmental influence of all—
the seasons—could not be underestimated:
“Diseases (that) increase in the winter ought to
cease in the summer, and such as increase in
the summer ought to cease in the winter.”
The father of modern medicine (and maybe
patron saint of seaside resorts?), Hippocrates
prescribed sunbathing for any number of ills.
Humans have been using geography to
improve psychology ever since.
Ancient Romans took long weekends.
The Russians had their dachas; the Japanese
their bucolic minkas; the British Raj their
bungalows. The French have long been famous
for deserting Paris in July and August to
lounge on the beach, with five weeks off
mandatory by law. The United States has no
statutory minimum. And, in fact, Americans
on average are given 12 days off a year but
use only two, giving up $34 billion in paid
vacation annually. American women, who
take the fewest vacations, have higher rates of
depression and lower marriage satisfaction.
Men who rarely take a trip for pleasure have
higher blood pressure and greater risks for
heart disease. Plus, they’re grumpy, which is
not the Hippocratic ideal.
Like a desk-bound American worker,
science has until recently foolishly disregarded
the wisdom of the ages as it relates to place
and state of mind. The Industrial Revolution
is partly to blame, writes author Winifred
Gallagher in The Power of Place. “Turning
away from the natural world, huge populations
gravitated toward a very different one made up
of homes and workplaces that were warm and
illuminated regardless of season or time of day.”
It is only now, 200-odd years into this new way
of living, that scientists are beginning to study
the effects of such artificial comfort, a world that
15
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Gallagher writes is structured around economic
rather than biologic concerns.
“While we readily accept that a healthy
seed can’t grow into a plant without the right
soil, light, and water and that a feral dog won’t
behave like a pet,” she writes, “we resist recognizing the importance of environment in our
own lives.”
As environmental psychology develops,
researchers more and more examine broad
eco-issues, such as pollution, global warming,
and overcrowding. But then there are the issues
closer at hand, as small as the cellphones we hold
next to our brains all day, as personal as the
color of our bedroom, as intimate as the womb.

PERSON AS PLACE
The womb, in fact, is our first place, fertile
ground for the study of environment’s influence
on psychology. Named after a 1993 study, the
Mozart effect found test subjects performed
better on spatial exams while listening to classical
music. Our environmental manipulation:
Endless rounds of sonatas played in neonatal
units, baby DVDs featuring toy trains and
mobiles moving to the beat of a kettledrum and
a harpsichord. Surely, American marketers
surmised, nocturnes played on a continuous
loop through speakers attached to a pregnant
woman’s belly would produce a genius.
Not quite.
“Despite the importance of the fetal and
neonatal acoustic environments,” Gallagher
writes, “one thing they don’t do is prepare a
baby to take his SATs.”
A fetus’ sense of hearing is more highly
developed than its other senses, but not for
precocious music appreciation or word recognition (as some “baby universities” suggest is
possible). The purpose of early hearing seems
to be voice recognition, so that the baby, once
born, knows its mommy’s voice. And that’s
real genius, since mommy is where the food is.
Studies bear this out. In one, newborns had a
better suck response when listening to muffled
recordings of their mothers’ voices, similar to
what they would hear in the womb.
As in other areas of environmental psychology, humans have been intuitively creating
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prenatal environments that nurture the unborn
child, with no studies, just common sense and
folklore. “Stay away from funerals” when
pregnant may sound like so much superstition,
but studies bear out the idea that emotional
distress absolutely produces harmful effects on
the unborn. Research at UCLA found that
high-anxiety pregnancies resulted in lower-birthweight babies, preterm labor, and higher infant
mortality. Lower cognitive development and
poor health often accompany low birth weight.
The whole “pickles and ice cream” joke
isn’t so far-fetched either. It actually makes for
a healthy prenatal environment. Pregnant
women, a University of Connecticut study
showed, crave salty and sour tastes in later
stages of pregnancy, when blood volume
increases dramatically, and their sodium needs
are at an all-time high. Likewise, a sudden
passion for Cherry Garcia and all of its creamy
sweet calcium seems to be linked to the timing
of bone development in the fetus.
It wasn’t until the 1950s, and the horrors
of thalidomide, that science discovered everything an expectant mother consumes affects
her baby. Until 10,000 children were born with
serious birth defects caused by their mothers
taking the anti-nausea medication, scientists
assumed the placenta provided a barrier to
harmful substances. Soon, smokers were
advised to quit when pregnant, drinkers to
skip the cocktails, and all expectant moms to
avoid even over-the-counter medications.
Our first environment has much to teach
us and so does our second, the nursery. Even
in newborns, our species has a highly tuned
cyclical sense of time. Stripped of our natural
rhythm, babies (and, yes, non-vacationing
cubicle-dwelling adults) face unprecedented
environmental stressors. As soon as medicine
created the technology to keep premature
babies alive, it discovered that preemies weren’t
thriving in their incubators unless their mom’s
touch and voice was nearby. Quickly though,
this led to bright lights, constant traffic, and
the ubiquitous Mozart track, the thinking
being that if a little stimulation is good, a lot is
better. But babies need dark and light cycles to
develop properly.
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“It’s striking how often the observations
of scientists trying to design the perfect
place for preemies also apply to the rest of us
in our jumped-up, fast-forward world,”
Gallagher writes.
In the last 20 years, how many articles
have been written about how to get a good
night’s sleep? Sleep disorders are a national
plague, apparently, thanks to our insistence
on ignoring our natural circadian rhythms
(grande lattes don’t help much either).
Many studies correlate our widespread sleep
deprivation to the loss of our innate rise-withthe-sun pattern of living that served us so well
throughout millennia and has only recently
been replaced by fluorescent bulbs and digital
alarm clocks. Likewise, the national epidemic
of depression (almost 9 million Americans
sought treatment for depression in 2007, 75
percent of whom received antidepressant
medication) has also been linked to a lack of
sleep and natural light.
“From the cradle to the schoolroom, the
home to the workplace,” Gallagher writes, “our
well-being depends on the delicate business of
getting just the right amount of stimulation
from our surroundings at the right time.”
That right amount and that right time,
however, is different for every quirky human.

THE INDIVIDUAL
PREFERENCE FACTOR
Psychologists can fairly accurately predict
that human beings will take the most appealing
path laid out for them. But individual personality
and background do play a role.
Consider the introvert. In the book
Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That
Can’t Stop Talking, author Susan Cain contends
that designing spaces for forced connectedness
is anathema to contemplative types.
“Virtually all American workers now
spend time on teams and some 70 percent
inhabit open-plan offices, in which no one has
a ‘room of one’s own,’” she writes. “During the
last decades, the average amount of space allotted
to each employee shrank 300 square feet, from
500 square feet in the 1970s to 200 square
feet in 2010.”

Research suggests the noise and nosiness
of such closeness creates hostile and distracted
workers, even prompting a host of health issues,
from high blood pressure to exhaustion. Cain
writes that open-floor workers take twice as
long to complete their work.
Finishing slowly (and with more errors)
is one thing, but attaining true mastery of a
subject is quite another. For that, forget
about brainstorming and committees. Mastery
requires solitude.
Quoting research by Florida State University psychology professor Anders Ericsson,
Cain writes that focused concentration on a
difficult task is the only way to achieve expertise:
“And often the best way to do this is alone.”
Privacy—or its lack—is a hot topic in
environmental psychology. Recent studies have
looked into the “personal space” responses of
American students versus Turkish students
(Americans expect more of it than Turks);

another compared the advantages of living
in private suites rather than traditional bunkdorms (high density triples lost). Dorms, in
fact, are ripe with environmental psychology
issues, where even the kind of mementos a
first-year student puts on her shelf can predict
her likelihood of dropping out (too many
dried-up prom corsages from high school and
hometown photos are not a good sign). A
well-trained RA might spot the decorative
warning signs and intervene before homesickness hits the critical point.
At Rollins, wise planning has created a
campus designed for both the gregarious and
the less so. “My favorite place is the Alfond
Sports Center,” said Jasmine Cohen ’14. “I
can be myself and not worry about being
graded, just have fun.”
Her fun is a less-athletic girl’s nightmare,
no matter how carefully the space is designed.
Brenda Castro ’13 chooses Lake Virginia

as her spot to draw, picnic, or meditate. But for
an extrovert who feels most alive, say, prowling
downtown venues, this scene puts too much
environment in environmental psychology.
The challenge in applying the research is finding
the sweet spot between predicted group
response and these quirks of personality.
Creating “place attachment” is critical
to the comfort and retention (and—later—
alumni loyalty) of students. According to
the American Journal of Psychiatry, three
components emotionally connect people to a
place: attachment (mutual caretaking between
the place and the person); familiarity (detailed
knowledge of the place); and identity (having
a sense of self in the place).
When a campus like Rollins gets it right,
a lifelong bond between environment and
person is forged.
It becomes, as Jazzmyn Iglesias ’13 says,
“a place I already call home.” ■

OUR TOP SPOTS
Favorite places on campus where environmental psychology works its secret magic.
DINKY DOCK HAS IT. So does that
cluster of leather club chairs in the library.
It’s that psychological “something” that
draws us in and keeps us coming back to
“our” spot.
To demonstrate environmental psychology
at work, Paul Harris asked his students to name

their favorite place on campus. Results were a
mix of quiet corners for contemplation and boisterous areas for socializing. But the ideal spots
were designed for both simultaneously.
“Students like to people watch,” he said. So
when they’re studying, they like to keep an eye
on the Quidditch match on the Green, or be able

to glance up at other students cramming for a
final. “Even when we’re not interacting directly,
we like to feel part of the group.”
Add some grass, trees, and sparkly water (to
“decrease physiological arousal and facilitate
relaxation”), and the psyche simply cannot help
but plop the body down in such a setting.

THE GREEN: Mills Lawn fulfills virtually every psychological need for restoration and connection: The
commotion of pick-up soccer or the seclusion of
snoozing in the sun between classes, all on an
expanse of green. Susanna Richstein ’15 responds
to its openness, ideal for “watching everyone’s
comings and goings.”

OLIN LIBRARY: Satisfies the overlapping need to
be separate for deep thought but still connected.
Comfy chairs and banks of windows add to its allure.
Kevin Lopez ’15 stakes out a very particular piece
of real estate: second level, all the way to the right,
a quiet desk with a view. Daniela Galvez ’15 studies
on the top floor, preferably in a pool of sunlight.

LAKE VIRGINIA: Exceeds requirements for nature,
isolation, and sunshine. Mary Hortenstine ’14
paddles, rows, or sails into its center to get the
lake’s full calming effect, but Meredith Lax ’15
prefers the perspective from hiking on the lake trail.
Dinky Dock is a favorite of many students, but
Jeni Collins ’12 gravitates to the dock behind Sutton
for its tranquility.
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DISCOVERY
The Excitement of
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BY KRISTEN MANIERI
PHOTOS BY JUDY WATSON TRACY

Rollins Alumni Make Important
Contributions to the Sciences
IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO COUNT HOW MANY A-HA
moments have occurred inside the Archibald Granville
Bush Science Center over the more than 40 years since it
was built. Throughout the decades, countless students
and professors have wandered its halls, made discoveries
in its labs, and cemented a love for science that has fueled
groundbreaking research and spawned rewarding careers.
There’s a spirit of curiosity and relentless investigation
coursing through its halls, and while the massive renovation
planned for spring 2012 will change Bush’s aesthetics,
that spirit will remain the same. What follows is a glimpse
into the lives of eight Rollins grads who took that spirit
with them beyond Rollins and into exciting endeavors and
professional pursuits.
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MAJORS:
BIOCHEMISTRY/MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY AND CLASSICAL STUDIES

ChERIE RamIREz ’06
“Science doeSn’t alwayS cooperate with you; you have to love it regardleSS.”

w

hen Cherie Ramirez arrived at Rollins in

“What I loved about Rollins is that they empower you to

2002, she was just 16. Some might have

be a global citizen,” said Ramirez, who spends as much

worried she would get lost in the shuffle, but

time thinking about scientific advancements as she does

little did they know she would find her way quickly. Sur-

about the people they will impact. “Skills we exercised in

rounded by some of her favorite professors—Professor of

critical thinking and the vision of social responsibility that

Biology Eileen Gregory, Professor Emeritus of Physics

was instilled in us have allowed me to think not just

Don Griffin, Professor of Biology Stephen Klemann,

about the experiments, but to look at what it all means

Archibald Granville Bush Professor of Science Thomas Moore,

for the bigger picture.” WAKE-UP CALL… Finding out that

and Associate Professor of Biology Paul Stephenson—

science is, at the end of the day, a job. “I always thought

Ramirez’s passion for science blew open like a Fourth of

of science as this really pure thing, but there are some

July firework. “I’ve always been fascinated by the concept

things that are unexpectedly disappointing, like the

that you can cure genetic diseases by modifying the

interference of politics in scientific progress.” IN HER

genetic code of living cells,” Ramirez said. CURRENT

SPARE TIME… She loves brewing beer with her boyfriend,

OCCUPATION… Ph.D. student at Harvard University.

even crazy concoctions like cherry chocolate ale. “It’s

HER SCIENCE FIELD… Gene therapy. “One of the important

kind of like the home version of science.” BEST ADVICE…

things I’ve been working on as a Ph.D. student is finding

“Hard work does not equal success but it’s definitely a

new ways to reduce potential side effects of the gene-

requirement. You need to be comfortable with the fact

modifying technology we engineer—zinc finger nucleases.”

that science won’t always cooperate with you; you have

SIDE WORK… Global health and health care reform.

to love it regardless.”
Hear Cherie talk about science:
www.rollins.edu/magazine
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unia Jean-Gilles Beaubrun would be the first to

Biology Eileen Gregory’s class in molecular biology and

tell you that her life is full, but it’s a life without

realized, “Most of the answers we’ll ever need to combat

compromise. The Haitian-born Rollins and Howard

diseases in our bodies are already written in our DNA, if

University grad has always approached life with a

we could only understand it better and comprehend how

have-it-all attitude, and the result has been a career and

it works.” A DAY IN JUNIA’S LIFE… Besides researching

family life she could not be more proud of. Sure, her plate

strains of salmonella to identify a quick detection method,

is jam-packed, but she gets her energy from a deep sense

Junia also raises three boys with her husband, Jonas. “It is

of purpose. “It’s a very fulfilling experience to know that

a joy to get up and go to work knowing anything I do today

everything I do matters.” CURRENT OCCUPATION…

might contribute to the safety of my kids tomorrow.”

Microbiologist staff fellow in the Office of Applied Research

SCIENCE PHILOSOPHY… You will never get it right the

and Safety Assessment at the U.S. Food and Drug

first time; you have to keep trying and trying and trying

Administration. FAVORITE SCIENCE MOMENT… Studying

again. BEST ADVICE… Never forget that a negative result

the E. coli O157:H7 illness outbreak in 2006 and contributing

is still a result because it tells you that you need to keep

some of the data necessary to correlate the outbreak

looking somewhere else. WHY SCIENCE… “Science for me

isolates to spinach on grocery store shelves. SHE GOT

has always been about exploring and discovering. Every

STARTED ON HER PATH WHEN… She took Professor of

morning when I get up, I feel I serve a greater purpose.”

“every anSwer bringS more queStionS—diScovery never endS.”

JunIa JEan-GIllES BEauBRun ’98
MAJOR: BIOLOGY

Hear Junia talk about science:
www.rollins.edu/magazine
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”i am conStantly

i

amaZed by the way technology continueS to
maKe a diFFerence in our liveS.”

t has been more than 30 years since Rod Adkins

has the ability to dramatically improve health care.

became an “IBMer,” rising from engineer to one of

MISSING HIS ENGINEERING DAYS… “I do miss being in

the highest-ranked executives in the multinational

the lab. There were some projects in which there would be

company today. As senior vice president of IBM’s systems

literally days before we would surface,” says Adkins, who

and technology group, Adkins oversees 80,000 people,

was inducted into the National Academy of Engineering in

mostly engineers and computer scientists, in some 40 labs

2005. Just like when he was a kid, he is still using his

across more than 21 countries. ALWAYS A SCIENTIST…

home for experiments, but now it is his wife, Michelle, who

Even though many of his homemade childhood experiments

encourages his aptitude for innovation. “My home has become

didn’t go as planned, Adkins was encouraged by his parents

my laboratory and it’s where I get to experiment. It helps

to explore and take chances. “From a very early age I have

me stay on top of my game.” HIS PASSION FOR SCIENCE

always had strong curiosity around how things work. The good

AND MATH EDUCATION… Adkins serves on several boards

news is that I grew up in an environment where experimen-

and associations focused on encouraging students to study

tation was encouraged.” RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS…

science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. “We

Watson, the brainy computer that recently outplayed two

have not done the best job in the U.S. of making sure we

human champions on Jeopardy, was built on hardware

keep our kids interested in these subjects,” Adkins said.

developed by his team. “It was an interesting public display

“Most of the jobs that will produce sustained economic

of the power of this technology, but the most important

growth for the U.S. will come from the science fields. We

thing is the way it will be applied.” When used as a

should be very mindful of our ability to have a highly skilled

partner to physicians, Adkins believes the technology

labor pool that can compete for these types of jobs.”

ROD aDKInS ’81
MAJOR:
PRE-ENGINEERING
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MAJOR: COMPUTER SCIENCE

JEff TaBaTaBaI ’01
“i don’t thinK i have all the anSwerS; but i maKe up For that with eFFort
and hard worK.”

a

s an engineering manager at Wave Software,

mind-blowing to me that so many people use these

Jeff Tabatabai does what he loves best—drive

kiosks and that they can draw in this kind of money.”

innovation. He oversees the development of an

MOST MEMORABLE CLASS… His computer science

electronic discovery technology that allows attorneys to

classes with Associate Professor of Computer Science

digitally analyze and search thousands of documents in

Richard James. “His teaching style was amazing. You just

seconds. Making things easier and more efficient via

needed to come to class and pay attention.” AMAZED BY

computer science is his specialty, an attribute he discovered

INNOVATION… “In our lifetime, we are going to see some

during his first Rollins internship when he helped create

pretty amazing stuff,” said Tabatabai, who is constantly

an inventory management software for a Winter Park fire

astonished by the endless number of unique applications

station. “I discovered I was a natural at computer science,”

computer science makes. “There is so much potential in

Tabatabai said. “Had it not been for the small environment

terms of making a business that influences the ways people

at Rollins, I probably would never have gotten into this

interact and consume. It’s so interesting to see how science

field.” MOST EXCITING ACHIEVEMENT SO FAR… While

shapes business and influences consumer behaviors.”

at NCR, Tabatabai was part of the team that unveiled

HIS OTHER PASSIONS… “I am a big family man, a trait I

Blockbuster’s Express DVD kiosks, an endeavor that

inherited from my parents. I love spending time with my

grew from 10 kiosks to 10,000 in just three years and

wife, Jennifer Roth Tabatabai ’04, and our 1-year-old

netted the company more than $3 million a week. “It was

son, Jacob.”
Hear Jeff talk about science:
www.rollins.edu/magazine
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“Science iS a Key part oF our SucceSS aS a nation.”

b

ayard H. Morrison III has never thought of his 30-

that brought about a greater understanding of the causes,

year career with the National Institutes of Health

prevention, and treatment of cancer. “It was during this

(NIH) as part of a long-aspired professional plan.

time that tobacco smoke was discovered to be a primary

In fact, when he joined NIH’s National Cancer Institute in

cause of cancer, lung cancer in particular,” said Morrison,

1958 after graduating from Emory University School of

who served on the President’s Commission on Heart

Medicine, “Dr. Bud” was figuring out how he would comply

Disease, Cancer, and Stroke. HIS ROAD TO ROLLINS…

with the mandatory physician draft that was instituted at

Morrison was guided to Rollins by his mother, Katherine

the time. “I had intended to join the Navy, but then I learned

Livingston ’30, who attended the College decades before.

about an opening at the National Cancer Institute.” His new

“She was, from the very outset, very hopeful that I

job fulfilled his service requirement and he began working

would go to Rollins.” THE IMPORTANCE OF SCIENCE

on cancer chemotherapy. “In those days, chemotherapy

EDUCATION… “We’re going to rise or fall on our interest

was in its infancy,” recalled Morrison, who worked with a

in, pursuit of, and support of the sciences,” Morrison said.

unit involved in the development of new drugs for cancer

“We are now lagging in so many fields. Unless we get on

treatment. A few years later, Morrison was selected to be

our horse and start really picking up our pace in education,

the assistant director of the National Cancer Institute, a

we’re going to fall even further behind. Maintaining our

position he held for 20 years until he retired in 1988.

leadership in science, technology, engineering, and math

LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR DISCOVERY… During

cannot be an elective for our nation; it’s a must. That’s

Morrison’s years at the National Cancer Institute, research

why I am so pleased that Rollins is upping its stroke as far

teams at NIH and across the country made discoveries

as science is concerned.”

BaYaRD h. mORRISOn III ’53
MAJOR: PRE-MED
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Hear Laveta talk about science:
www.rollins.edu/magazine

MAJOR: CHEMISTRY

laVETa STEWaRT ’00
“i hope i will remain a Student, in Some way, Forever; you never FiniSh learning.”

l

aveta Stewart has been excited by science for as

Epidemiology and Genetics, she was introduced to

long as she can remember. At Rollins, the Philip

immunology and traveled to the London School of Hygiene

and Peggy Crosby Scholar spent her years divided

and Tropical Medicine to pursue her master’s in immunology

between the laboratory and the soccer field, always glad

of infectious diseases. MORE GLOBETROTTING… In 2007,

she was never forced to choose. But it wasn’t until she

Stewart traveled to Africa to work on her thesis, which

traveled on a first-year service-learning trip to the Dominican

estimated malaria transmission intensity using serological

Republic with Professor of Chemistry Pedro Bernal that

markers from eight clinic sites in Tanzania. “This is when I

her path clearly came into focus. “This trip lit a passion for

started to become really interested in merging public

using science to help people in resource-poor settings,”

health and immunology. For me, the logical research path

said Stewart, who traveled to the Dominican Republic

was the immunoepidemiology of vaccines.” CURRENT

five more times during her undergraduate career.

PURSUITS… Now, a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of

INTERNATIONAL IMPACT… Stewart’s trips to the Dominican

International Health at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg

Republic were mostly focused on developing and evalu-

School of Public Health, she is currently working on her

ating the sustainability of water purification systems in

dissertation in rural Nepal assessing the direct and indirect

rural areas. “I was out taking water samples from rivers,

protective effects of maternal influenza immunization on

definitely getting my hands dirty, interacting with the

pregnant women, infants, and non-vaccinated household

people, and using whatever lab settings I had available.”

members. “For as long as I can remember, I have wanted

A PASSION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH… “I love the lab, but I

to work abroad in developing countries, focusing on

love working with and for people at the population level,”

helping vulnerable populations. The Dominican Republic

said Stewart, who earned her master’s of public health

experience and the scientific methods I learned as a

from Saint Louis University in 2003. While she was a training

chemistry student at Rollins were the first steps toward a

fellow at the National Cancer Institute, Division of Cancer

career in international public health.”
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MAJOR: MATHEMATICS

PaTRICIa CaRROll SanChEz ’97
“every day there iS Some new and diFFerent data to looK at, Some new queStion
to anSwer.”

p
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atricia Carroll Sanchez is not one to be pigeon-holed.

is an extremely large project, and I am very proud of the

In fact, tell her she can’t do something and she’ll do

part I played in its implementation.” AREA OF EXPERTISE…

it just to prove you wrong. “Growing up, I always

Her concentration is survey research. “I focus on figuring

found math easy to understand. As I got older and heard

out the best questions to ask to collect the data needed.”

‘girls are bad at math,’ I stuck to math and science as a

RESPECT FOR LIBERAL ARTS LEARNING… Sanchez

way to disprove stereotypes.” CURRENT OCCUPATION…

believes her liberal arts education helped shape her oral

Mathematical statistician for the U.S. Census Bureau.

and written communication skills. “Writing journal articles,

WHY STATISTICS… “Statistics isn’t just a natural science,

presenting at conferences, testifying in front of Congress—

it can also be a social science. Currently, I’m interested in

these things take more than just scientific knowledge.”

studying people. When I worked in market research, I

IN HER SPARE TIME… “I read, watch TV, knit, volunteer at

studied the products and services that people consume.

my church, and spend as much time as I can with my

Now working for the government, I study who the American

daughter.” SCIENCE HERO… Albert Einstein. “He is the

people are and where and how they live.” FAVORITE

original ‘rock star’ of physics and the sciences. People

MOMENT OF DISCOVERY… “I was very excited to be a

who can’t even spell physics know that even if they have

part of Census 2010. The counting of 300+ million people

no idea what it means.”

ROLLINS MAGAZINE

”iF you are

i

doing Science, you have to be invovled in it; it’S not Something
you can learn by Sitting and watching.”

t’s been three years since Professor Emeritus of

graduate has published more than 180 papers with

Physics Donald Griffin officially retired from his 39-

colleagues from institutions across the country.

year teaching tenure at Rollins. At 28, Griffin had

A PASSION FOR COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH… “I think

returned to campus to fulfill his dream of teaching in a

one of the big things you get at Rollins is the chance to do

liberal arts setting. “Contact between students and faculty

research with faculty,” said Griffin, who often thought of

is key. Faculty at big research schools do not get their

his pupils more as colleagues than students. “Students are

rewards from teaching but from doing research. I wanted

here doing research when they are sophomores. By the

to teach.” Griffin ended up doing both—teaching alongside

time they graduate, they have done as much work and

his former professors as well as conducting theoretical

published as much as many grad students.” HIS SCIENCE

research in nuclear fusion based on a grant from the U.S.

HERO… Though Griffin has met a handful of Nobel Prize

Department of Energy, research he continues to do today.

Winners, he feels most influenced by Bob Cowan, whom he

HIS LOVE OF THE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH… “I

met at the Los Alamos National Laboratory during the

spent as much time with the people in the philosophy and

completion of his Ph.D. research and then afterward

history departments as I did with my physics colleagues,”

during the summers as a visiting scientist. “Bob always

said Griffin, who team-taught classes for non-science

emphasized how being able to talk and write about your

majors with one of his favorite professors, Herb Hellwege.

work is just as important as doing your work. He taught

“He was probably one of the best professors I have ever

me that if you cannot write clearly about your research,

known.” PUBLISHED RESEARCH… The Rollins and Purdue

no one will ever know about it.” ■

DOnalD GRIffIn ’64 P’95 P’98
MAJOR: PHYSICS

Hear Donald talk about science:
www.rollins.edu/magazine
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DAVID NOE

Gloria Steinem and co-president of
Voices for Women Nicole Inclan ’14.
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Next Wave

BY KRISTEN MANIERI

eminism

The Movement Forges Ahead at Rollins

“The torch is passed, and it has lit a fire.”
So declared Muriel Fox ’48, who visited
Rollins along with 12 other Veteran Feminists
last October to celebrate the National
Organization for Women’s 45th anniversary and
to participate in the Feminist Forum. As the
co-founder of the National Organization for
Women (NOW), chair of Veteran Feminists of
America (VFA), and legendary ambassador for
women, Fox has made an immeasurable
contribution to modern feminism through
decades of advocacy, writing, and leadership.
Over the course of NOW’s anniversary
weekend, Fox hoped to see her work continuing
in others. And she did.
“The success of the conference was first
that we succeeded in passing the torch—we
now know that there is a group of feminists at
Rollins who will spend their lives working for
feminism because they have been inspired by
the successes and dedication of the pioneers
who founded the women’s movement,” Fox
said. “These young women got it. Not just
the ones who participated in the oral history
project, but also the ones in the audience. I
really think they are going to dedicate themselves to the future of this movement.”
Fox is referring to the 10 Rollins students
who volunteered to participate in an oral
history project during the summer leading up
to the Feminist Forum. Completed under the
guidance of Associate Professor of Education
Wendy Brandon and Associate Professor of
Philosophy L. Ryan Musgrave, the oral
history project was designed to connect

students with longtime feminists for the
purpose of recording their stories.
“Feminists use oral history as a way of
gaining rich qualitative data from those whose
experiences have not always been included in
research agendas,” explained Brandon, who
paired students with VFA members and tasked
them with asking the 13 VFA members to
contemplate out loud the moment they first
thought of themselves as activists. “The point
of the oral history project was to go beyond a
typical interview. The idea was for each student
to listen to a story, and live it, and experience
it alongside the teller. It’s not research on
women; it’s research with women.”

Roxanne Szal ’13 interviewed Ginny
Watkins, current secretary of Veteran Feminists
of America, and called the experience eyeopening. “Ginny Watkins was a major advocate
for working mothers and lobbied for childcare
leave in the workplace; she also pushed for
equality in the career world,” Szal said. “At the
time I was interviewing her, I was in the middle
of an internship at a social services company
called Resources for Human Development. I
worked in the human resources department of
the company, so I had grown very familiar with
the idea of the Family Medical Leave Act, which
mandates that companies allow employees to
take time off in order to take care of a child,

“My memory of Rollins was that it was always
a progressive school, one that believed in the
individual, one that was always breaking the
mold and working to change the world. I left
feeling that it is still on this course.”
—Muriel Fox ’48, co-founder of the National
Organization for Women and chair of Veteran
Feminists of America

As the stories were shared over
recorded Skype and telephone conversations, a multitude of narratives unfolded and
strong bonds were formed. “There was so
much value in the storytelling—and not just
for the Rollins students but for the VFAs as
well,” Brandon said.
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among other things, and ensures job protection. It was amazing to share experiences with
Ginny and to actually be living out what Ginny
had worked so hard to pass.”
As part of the project, students created
typed transcripts of interviews, which will
eventually be archived at Olin Library. Brandon
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recommendation, will attend grad school at
Florida Atlantic University in the fall. “This
conference and the work leading up to it
solidified my dedication to feminism. There
are still so many issues to address. This
movement is just as alive and just as important
today as it was in the 1960s.”
As for Fox, she left campus prouder than
ever of her alma mater and the graduates it is
launching into the world. “My memory of
Rollins was that it was always a progressive

leaving the crowd with the sense that there is
much to be celebrated but also much to be done.
“The notion that we have arrived can be
cured by looking at our national or state
legislature,” said Steinem, whose two-day
visit to the College was proposed by the
Women’s Studies Program and hosted by the
Winter Park Institute.
Before stepping on stage inside Warden
Arena, Steinem attended a stone dedication
ceremony in her honor on Rollins’ Walk of

JILL GABLE ’89

reviewed the transcripts and used them to form
the basis of the panel discussions during the
Feminist Forum on October 29 when the
students in the oral history project met their
subjects in person for the first time.
“I met Zoe Nicholson at Gloria Steinem’s
stone ceremony and she immediately hugged
me,” remembered Jamie Pennington ’12, who
also interviewed Amy Hackett and Barbara
Love. “I felt very honored and humbled
meeting all three of them. I was so amazed by
all that they had accomplished.”
Four sessions formed the day’s program,
each giving the oral history project students the
opportunity to continue the dialogue with their
VFA counterparts as an audience listened. What
unfolded was the opportunity to transform the
academic ideologies and historical milestones of
the women’s movement into living, breathing
experiences that people could feel and relate to.
“I loved when Zoe Nicholson described
her childhood desire to become a priest, and
her subsequent denial from this position,”
Szal said. “Her story really stuck with me
because it forced me to look at different arenas
in today’s world where women are oppressed,
like in the Catholic Church. This panel really
reiterated the belief I hold that people of all
ages, especially women, need to question
things around them and those in power and
use their critical thinking skills to demand
equality and fairness.”
Although the weekend’s events reflected
an air of pride, celebration, and optimism, the
underlying tone conveyed a belief that many
battles remain.
“We have come a long way, but it can all
be undone,” said former Congresswoman
Patricia Schroeder ’01H, who participated in
a panel discussion with Steinem. “As a young
attorney in 1964, I volunteered to be Planned
Parenthood’s attorney in Denver. I would
never have believed people would be trying
to destroy Planned Parenthood in 2012.
So we need to be sure we don’t lose ground
and continue to work together to make
more progress.”
This sentiment was not lost on Pennington,
who, thanks in part to Nicholson’s written

“This event started a dialogue between VFW and other Rollins student
organizations focused on social issues.” said Moriah Russo ’13. “But it also
inspired us to make connections with organizations off campus such as Planned
Parenthood and Choice USA, as well as the University of Central Florida
chapter of NOW. I feel like our community is really growing as a result.”

school, one that believed in the individual,
one that was always breaking the mold and
working to change the world,” Fox said. “I
left feeling that it is still on this course.”

STEINEM LEAVES
STUDENTS STARSTRUCK
“Behave as if everything you do matters”
was the advice Steinem gave to hundreds
during her October 28 address at Rollins.
Speaking with an easy confidence from decades
of experience with women’s issues, Steinem
addressed contemporary hot-button topics
such as reproductive freedom and gay marriage,
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Fame. Inspired by the book Finding the Green
Stone by Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alice
Walker, the green rock embedded in Steinem’s
commemorative stone symbolizes her belief
that happiness and strength come from within.
The following day, Steinem paid tribute
to NOW’s 45th anniversary by participating
in an hour-long panel discussion with
Schroeder, a former presidential candidate.
Both Steinem and Schroeder spoke about the
objectification of women in media and the
lack of input from women in politics and
business, in addition to offering advice to the
next generation of activists.

ORAL

“Speechless sums up meeting Gloria,”
Pennington said. “It was amazing to see
the community come together to see one
person who has impacted generations
of women.”
Nicole Inclan ’14, co-president of the
student organization Voices for Women, met
Steinem at the stone ceremony and had lunch
with her hero the next day and discussed
two-way mentoring and next-generation
feminism. “Ms. Steinem and the VFAs were
all so eager and so willing to talk with us,”
she said. “Having this one-on-one interaction
with them was an opportunity I wouldn’t
have gotten at any other institution.”

History

PROJECT

Associate Professor of Education Wendy Brandon and
Associate Professor of Philosophy Ryan Musgrave

IGNITING THE FLAME
AT ROLLINS
Six female students gathered on the
second floor of Chase Hall to chat about
stereotypes on campus. It’s not a conversation
you’d typically overhear in the campus center
over lunch, but that’s the whole point of the
Lucy Cross Center for Women and Their
Allies: to create a place where students can
meet to share their thoughts and feelings
about what it means to be a woman at Rollins
and in the world.
“The reality is that 64 percent of this year’s
incoming class are women and 57 percent of
the student population are women,” said
Mahjabeen Rafiuddin, director of multicultural affairs. “We need to provide a space
where people who care about women and
women’s issues can engage in a dialogue and
obtain important resources.”
Named after Lucy Cross, the woman
who became known as the Mother of Rollins
because of her suggestion that Florida
needed a college, the Lucy Cross Center for
Women and Their Allies opened October 14,
2010, under the umbrellas of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs (OMA) and the Women’s
Studies Program, and moved into a larger
space roughly a year later.
Mary Robinson ’10HH is a graduate
assistant who works at the Lucy Cross Center.
Robinson sees the goal of the Center as
promoting conversation about the issues that

Heather Booth and Emily Higgins ’12

Mary Ann Lupa and Liza Saffo ’11

Mary Jean Collins and Leah Zaguroli ’12MAT

Roxanne Szal ’13 and Ginny Watkins
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Norma Mangual-Price ’10HH and Jacqui Ceballos

Sheila Tobias and Sarah Spurling ’12HH

Jamie Freidinger and Muriel Fox ’48

Zoe Nicholson and Jamie Pennington ’12
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matter to the College’s female population. “We
also want to encourage the Rollins community
to tell us what they need from the Center.”
As a result, one of the programs that
engages the campus community is a series of
drop-in discussions that invite women and
men to visit the Center to discuss issues such
as women in pornography, birth control, and
the impact pop culture has on women’s selfimage. “We do include men,” Robinson said.
“We believe that they should be an integral
part of everything we are doing.”
Pennington thinks the College administration plays a key role in advocating for female
students. In her mind, the Center serves as
an example of that commitment. “Having a
designated space is critical,” said Pennington,
a philosophy major. “It shows the school is
saying, ‘We recognize you as a group and we
want to participate in the things you believe
in.’ It verifies and validates.”
The Lucy Cross Center also serves as the
unofficial headquarters for Voices for Women
(VFW), a student organization founded in
1992 with the mission of empowering the
women of Rollins through education and the
promotion of gender equity.
Moriah Russo ’13 serves on its executive
board and says Voices for Women is a place
where women learn to be activists. “The best

Graduate Assistant Mary Robinson ’10HH, George D. and
Harriet W. Cornell Professor of Philosophy Margaret
McLaren, and Director of Multicultural Affairs
Mahjabeen Rafiuddin
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On Mother's Day in 1980, NOW cofounder Muriel Fox ’48 participated
in a march for the Equal Rights
Amendment in Chicago, Illinois.
message we took away from Gloria Steinem is
that what feminism brings to her is the knowledge that she’s not crazy,” said the art history
major. “Our collectivism brings validation.”

That collectivism was apparent on
November 18, 2011 when VFW collaborated
with OMA for “Gloria Steinem and The
Guerrilla Girls On Tour! Inspired Us…Now
What?”—an event designed to continue the
feminist conversation beyond the previous
month’s events.
The five-hour program brought more
than 100 members of the campus community
together for panel discussions and breakout
sessions. Discussion topics such as “Women &
Race” and “Men’s Role in Feminism” were
planned, but Robinson was thrilled to see a
discussion emerge about campus health
insurance for students. “The topic wasn’t on
the day’s agenda,” Robinson said. “But one of
our main goals at OMA is amplifying voices,
meaning, where can our students voice their
concerns, passions, and ideas? This was a perfect
example of that mission at work.”
For Russo, the forum was reinvigorating
for Voices for Women. “This event started a
dialogue between VFW and other Rollins
student organizations focused on social issues,
like Spectrum and the newly formed Social
Justice League,” said Russo, who has noticed a
renewed solidarity in the past few months.
“But it also inspired us to make connections
with organizations off campus such as
Planned Parenthood and Choice USA, as

Veteran Feminist Sheila Tobias honors President Emerita Rita Bornstein
’04HAL ’04H for her visionary leadership of Rollins College and her
early and continuing work on behalf of Title IX and gender equity
implementation.
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The Guerrilla Girls

“This is our biggest event of the year,”
well as the University of Central Florida chapter
Inclan said. “It’s a chance for us to raise
of NOW. I feel like our community is really
awareness of the issues but also celebrate
growing as a result.”
being women.”
Robinson has plans to make the forum an
Inclan believes that VFW and other
annual event at Rollins and has already begun
campus initiatives and programs have enriched
designing programming that builds on topics
her college experience beyond her wildest
discussed in November. This will make the
expectations. “I
forum the second
had the intention
major annual
of coming to
event on campus
college, burying
anchored in
my nose in a
women’s issues—
book, getting
the first is V Week,
straight A’s, and
which takes place
getting out,”
on campus every
Inclan said.
March—and has
“But now I
for nearly a decade.
spend just as
Hosted by
much energy in
OMA, V Week
Students gather in the Lucy Cross Center for Women and Their
activism, multigives a nod to
Allies for a Voices for Women meeting.
cultural affairs,
Women’s History
and student involvement as I do in my
Month and International Women’s Day,
classes. There is a really intense interperwhile giving Voices for Women the opportusonal connection on this campus—so many
nity to present feminist-related programming
faculty members are willing to take you
to the greater Rollins community. The Vagina
under their wing, and so many peers are
Monologues, an improvisational comedy show
willing to be a support system—that it’s
about feminism, and the Take Back the Night
almost impossible not to contemplate what
march form the backbone of the week, but
you want out of life and what type of person
organizers plan more events including film
you want to be.” ■
screenings and panel discussions.

WOMEN’S STUDIES
AT ROLLINS
“The Women’s Studies minor is an
important contribution to the curriculum at
Rollins,” said Margaret McLaren, George D.
and Harriet W. Cornell Professor of Philosophy,
who has often acted as the program’s chair
during the last two decades. “Rollins was
among the first wave of institutions to have
this minor, which initially focused on the
omission of women from traditional curricula.”
McLaren noted that when women’s
studies began, it served as a corrective to
the overemphasis of men’s role in areas
such as science, literature, and history.
“It has also given us a place to share the
story of the women’s movement.”
More than 30 courses are affiliated with
the minor, which include in their curricula
issues of gender, race, class, ethnicity, and
sexuality. In addition to Introduction to
Women’s Studies and Feminist Methodology,
students in this minor can take courses in
economics, such as Women & Globalization,
and anthropology, such as Gender in the
Middle East and North Africa.
“Having a women’s studies element in
dozens of courses allows us to disperse the
focus on gender and social justice issues
across the entire Rollins curriculum,”
McLaren said.
Next fall, Associate Professor of
Philosophy and current Coordinator of the
Women’s Studies Program L. Ryan Musgrave
will team-teach a course titled Political Philosophy: Sex/Gender and the 2012 Election
with former U.S. Rep. Patricia Schroeder.
“When I found out Patricia lives locally
during the 2011 forum, I wondered why
Rollins had not
drawn more on her
rich experience,”
Musgrave said.
“Students themselves asked her if
she was open to

Inspired by the book Finding the Green Stone by Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Alice Walker, the green rock embedded
in Steinem’s commemorative stone symbolizes her belief
that happiness and strength come from within.
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teaching, and she
was delighted by
the opportunity to Patricia Schroeder
build a course together. It just goes to
show how speakers' events can blossom
into other campus projects and greater
student engagement in the broader world.”
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

PRESERVER OF MICRONESIAN HISTORY

Barbara Wavell ’76

JILL GABLE ’89

The flight from Winter Park to
Micronesia is 13.5 hours, but one doesn’t
need to travel so far to experience the
culture. Just a few miles from Rollins is a
manmade tropical island that Barbara
Wavell ’76 calls home. Population: 3
humans, 2 dogs, 2 cats, and hundreds of
carved sculptures of men and women—
along with baskets, hand fans, and carved
boards—hailing from Palau, Guam, the
Northern Mariana Islands, the Marshall
Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia,
Kiribati, and Nauru.
“The material culture of Micronesia is
a living history,” Wavell said. “Each artifact,
statue, or weaving is a testament to a
particular time and place. Each object in
the collection is numbered and cataloged,
recording as much information as possible
about the historical context within which
it was acquired, thereby helping to preserve
and share pieces of history which might
otherwise have been lost.”
Wavell has spent most of her life in
Central Florida (her father, Bruce B. Wavell, was a professor of
philosophy at Rollins until his retirement in 1982), but these objects
remain a constant source of connection to the string of islands in the
Pacific Ocean.
Her journey officially started in 1974. She had recently returned
to Florida after earning a master’s degree in cultural anthropology
from SUNY Binghamton, and had come across a man who would
capture her interest and passion for many years to come: a monkey
man carved from wood. Little information was available regarding the
figure or the carved storyboard that she brought home that day.
That single statue launched more than 20 years of research and
led to her recent book, Arts and Crafts of Micronesia: Trading with
Tradition, which was published through Bess Press and funded with a
$20,000 grant from the Federated States of Micronesia.
When she started researching the creations, Wavell wasn’t sure
where they were from, but the behavioral studies major was intrigued.
There was limited information available, and most of the significant
references were in German and Japanese. Undaunted, she plunged into
the assignment.
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Along the way, Wavell discovered why
so much of the research was in German
and Japanese.
She learned that Germany bought
Micronesia from Spain (it was originally
“discovered” by Balboa in 1521) in 1899,
as the Germans were interested in developing their own colonies and had already
established trading posts there. During a
series of expeditions from 1908 to 1910,
Augustin Kramer and other German
scientists documented and collected
Micronesian material culture. The islands
were purchased by the Japanese in 1919,
when Micronesia was completely closed
off to visitors. When the United States
defeated Japan in 1945, Micronesia was
managed as a Trust Territory. In fact, the
majority of Wavell’s 1,000-piece collection
was brought to the U.S. by servicemen or
Trust Territory administrators as souvenirs
between the 1940s and 1970s.
As a result of her research and extensive
collecting, Wavell has produced a catalog
in conjunction with an exhibition at the Maitland Art Center.
Portions of her collection have also been exhibited at the Museum of
Arts & Sciences in Daytona Beach and the University of Central
Florida Libraries. And she’s delivered numerous lectures on the topic.
“This research project has been a lifetime milestone for me,”
Wavell said. “I have developed many friendships with anthropologists
who specialize in Micronesian research as well as missionaries and
administrators who lived in Micronesia for many years. I have
traveled to Seattle, Cambria (California), Chicago, Paris, and Salem
(Massachusetts) to present papers and meet with people who have
traveled to Micronesia.”
Although her home houses a large collection of Micronesian art
and Wavell has accumulated vast knowledge of Micronesian culture
and art history, she has been to Micronesia only once—in 2004 for
the Ninth Festival of the Pacific Arts. Her tireless research, purchasing,
and collecting activities are instead centered in her own tropical
paradise, which she shares with her husband, Kane Lamberty, and
daughter, Lindsey. bbwavell@mindspring.com ■
—Jill Gable ’89
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INVESTED IN ROLLINS’ FUTURE

Steve Castino ’02 ’05MBA

Steve Castino ’02 ’05MBA has one
foot firmly placed in Rollins College
tradition and the other in its future.
For starters, Castino is a multi-legacy
alumnus. His father, John ’77, went to
Rollins. Two of his aunts and two uncles
went to the College. His wife, Brooke
Blackwell ’05MHR, and brother, Tim
’11MBA, went to graduate school at
Rollins. His sister, Kelly ’09, graduated
from Arts & Sciences, and his mother,
Nan, works in the development office.
Castino grew up in Edina, Minnesota.
“My dad played baseball at Rollins for
Coach Boyd Coffie,” he said. “I didn’t
have any pressure to come here and
looked at schools in the Midwest, but
when I came to Winter Park, I just fell in
love with the campus.”
Castino attended Rollins on a baseball
scholarship and served on the student athlete
advisory council. He was an economics
major with a finance minor. Although
finance was the subject in which he was
most interested, business was not available as an undergraduate major.
“That’s why I went to Crummer,” he said.
After earning his MBA, Steve had a chance meeting with a partner
at the local accounting practice Vestal & Wiler, P.A. “He asked if I
had ever thought of a sales position,” Steve recalled. “I hadn’t, but
the idea sounded pretty good. I joined the firm to do business
development, became a partner, and then a shareholder. Three of
us run the firm day to day.”
Vestal & Wiler is one of the largest locally owned CPA firms, with 45
accountants and seven shareholders. The practice does tax and audit work
for middle-market companies—businesses with $10 million to $500
million in annual revenue. Steve is the only partner who’s not a CPA.
“In addition to the management duties, I meet with clients quite
a bit to make sure we’re doing what we say we’re doing,” he said.

“The more face time with clients, the
better, and it’s something I enjoy.”
Steve is very active with the College
and in the community. He has served on
the Crummer Alumni Advisory Board and
currently serves on the boards of the
Association for Corporate Growth,
Community Coordinated Care for
Children, and Florida Citrus Sports.
But his most significant board challenge
is just beginning.
Steve has been named the alumni
representative on the Sustainable Business
Model task force, led by Debra K. Wellman,
interim dean of the College of Professional
Studies and the Hamilton Holt School.
The Sustainable Business Model committee
is one of four groups addressing long-term
challenges to the College. Each group is
co-chaired by a faculty member and administrator, and includes staff, faculty, students,
administrators, and alumni from each of
Rollins’ schools.
“We’ve been tasked with making
Rollins less reliant on tuition,” Wellman explained. “Education will
not survive if tuition becomes unaffordable for the middle class, so
we’re looking at other sources of revenue and business models, such
as year-round classes so students can earn a degree in three years,
instead of four.
“What Steve brings to the committee,” Wellman continues, “is a
combination of management experience and a first-hand understanding
of Rollins traditions. He’s helping us come up with a vision that will
maintain those traditions in a sustainable way.”
“Rollins has been a big part of my family’s life,” Castino said. “I
want to contribute whatever I can to ensure that it remains strong in
the future, so my daughters can attend.” scastino@vestal-wiler.com ■
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—Warren Miller ’90MBA
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

DESIGNING DESTINY

Pennie Martin Cooke ’62

JUDY WATSON TRACY

Pennie Martin Cooke ’62 came to Rollins in order to obtain a
degree from one of the best fine arts departments in the country.
But a meeting with then President Hugh McKean ’30 ’72H set her
on a different path.
“He sat me down and said, ‘Sweetie, you got a nice little talent,
but this ain’t it,” Cooke said with a laugh.

Without a major and hundreds of miles from home, Cooke found
herself searching for her niche. She needed a degree that would pair
well with her spirited personality and soon found herself at the
doorsteps of the Annie Russell Theatre.
Due to the efforts of Arthur Wagner, director of the Annie
Russell Theatre and theater arts program, and Robert Chase, assistant
director of the Annie Russell Theatre, Cooke completed a major in set
design and lighting—among the first women to obtain such an undergraduate degree in the nation.
“I absolutely adored it,” Cooke said. “Lighting is a rush because
you are able to work in conjunction with the director to establish the
right pace, mood, and emotion to enhance the actors’ performances.”
Cooke worked with Wagner and Chase, the makers of her theater
destiny, in producing Elves and the Shoemaker for her senior directing
project. After graduating, Cooke worked for several years in the
Minneapolis area before returning to Florida as the artistic director of
the Tallahassee Children’s Theatre.
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While her husband and fellow Rollins graduate, Bill Cooke ’58,
pursued his career ambitions, Cooke devoted the next few years to
raising their four kids: Randy, Blake, Marla, and Christopher, but her
natural aptitude for volunteerism kept her busy.
While raising her children, she served as a member of the team
that administered the Federal Pilot Program Grant to establish the
“Volunteers in the Schools” program, became
a certified master gardener, and sat on the
Governor’s Horticulture Advisory Board
through four administrations. In 1973, Cooke
published her first cookbook, A Child’s Garden
of Herbs—the first copy of which was bought
by President McKean at the Golden Cricket in
Winter Park.
A few years later, Cooke found herself
back in the theater world—a world equipped
with knights, jousting, and chalices—when she
was asked to be the technical director for a new
entertainment company in town called Medieval
Times. Never one to back away from an
adventure, Cooke signed the contract and
spent the next year as the only female on the
set, transforming a grassy patch of the I-4
Corridor into a sandy medieval kingdom.
“Let me tell you about hanging from a
cherry picker, over nothing but sand, installing
cannons,” Cooke said. “The stuntmen below were taking bets on how
long it would take me to fall.”
These days, Cooke is as busy as ever. She divides her time between
working on a new herb-based cookbook, entertaining guests at dinner
parties, and engaging alumni as an executive board member of the
Rollins Club of Central Florida.
Cooke likes connecting with other alumni because for her,
Rollins wasn’t just about the education. It was about the ability to
create her own destiny.
“I often wonder what my life would be—how different it would
be—if I had never come here,” Cooke said. “Were it not for the
contacts and skills that I gained at Rollins, I never would have been
able to do all this. More than anything else, I think Rollins teaches
you to be open and to think for yourself.” psmcooke@aol.com ■
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—Brittany Fornof ’11
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YOUR ROLLINS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

TARS AT THE HELM

BY AMANDA D’ASSARO

JOHN STEELE ’75 P’11
“Connected for life.” It’s a simple
concept but not a simple task. What makes

Member, Rollins Alumni Association
Board of Directors

a good alumnus or alumna and who is
responsible for “creating” good alumni?
These are the questions the Alumni

Career:
Owner/CEO of
Hilltop Basic
Resources, Inc.
(Mining & Ready
Mixed Concrete)

THEN
Major: Economics

Board often ponders and that make for
Hometown: Cincinnati, OH
interesting and compelling discussions. And
thanks to some creative and hard-working
Board members, alumni, and the Alumni

Favorite class: Basic Accounting
Best place on campus: Pool

Relations staff, we are making progress in

Favorite local eatery: Harper’s

ways I have not seen since I graduated in 1991.

Favorite book: Man-Eaters of Tsavo

One solution we have is centered on

Career ambition: Owning a business

Volunteer work:
board member
for Boys & Girls
Clubs of America,
board member for Cincinnati State Technical
and Community College

partnerships. Developing meaningful
partnerships with faculty, athletics, career

NOW

services, and other campus groups ensures

Hometown: Cincinnati, OH

they know how important “connected for

Family: Wife—Jeanine; Children—Cody,
Allie ’11, and Gabrielle

life” is to the overall mission of our Board
and, indeed, Rollins.

Favorite R&R activity: Tennis, golf, skiing,
squash
Something people may not know about me:
I love cigars.
What I miss most about college life: Seeing
my friends and mooching off my parents
■ auggie@hilltopbasic.com

Another solution focuses on students.
The Alumni Board believes there is a life
cycle that begins, in fact, the moment a
student applies to Rollins. Each phase—
admission, orientation, the four-year student
experience, the transition to young alumni,

KERI WILLIAMSON ’07HH

and then alumni—is an important phase of

Member, Rollins Alumni Association
Board of Directors

the journey. With well-defined strategies,
we can strengthen the connections while
students are at Rollins, so they’ll remain
engaged after they graduate.
With that said, I’d like to welcome the
Class of 2012 as the newest members of our
alumni family. I wish each and every one of

THEN
Major: Organizational Behavior
Hometown: Lake Mary, FL
Favorite class: Listening with Professor
Rick Bommelje

On behalf of the Alumni Board, I invite you—

Best place on campus: An open parking spot
(just kidding—the courtyard in the middle of
CSS would be my real answer)

and all alumni—to stay connected for life.

Favorite local eatery: Panera on Park Avenue

you great success in your future endeavors.

Fiat Lux,

Favorite book: Atlas Shrugged
Career ambition: Becoming a leadership
development specialist

Sam Stark ’91
President,
Rollins
Alumni
Association

NOW
Hometown: Heathrow, FL
Family: Fiancé—Bart Gasiorowski; two pups—
Maverick and Dexter
Career: Training and development manager
for Digital Risk
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Volunteer work:
Co-chair for
Rollins Club of
Central Florida,
member of
American Society
for Training &
Development,
member of
Society of Human
Resource Management, Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America
Favorite R&R activity: Spending time with my
fiancé, doing something active and outdoors
Something people may not know about me:
I just ran my first marathon in November!
What I miss most about college life: The
biggest (and practically only) responsibilities in
life being “class, study, play.”
■ keri@kerilaine.com

ROLLINS ALUMNI REGIONAL CLUBS
BOSTON

HOLIDAY PARTY | DECEMBER 8, 2011

COLORADO

For more photos from these
chapter events and other
alumni gatherings, visit
www.flickr.com/rollinsalumni.

HOLIDAY PARTY WITH FINE WINE SPECIALIST SIMON ILLMAN ’92 | DECEMBER 6, 2011
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CENTRAL
FLORIDA

WOMEN TODAY: AN EVENING WITH GLORIA STEINEM PRE-RECEPTION | OCTOBER 28, 2011

HOLIDAY GATHERING & CHRISTMAS VESPERS SERVICES AT KNOWLES MEMORIAL CHAPEL | DECEMBER 4, 2011

YOUNG ALUMNI JINGLE MINGLE | DECEMBER 15, 2011

TAMPA BAY

HOLIDAY PARTY & TEEN GIFT DRIVE | DECEMBER 15, 2011
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Receive an income for life
Pass along more to your heirs
Leave a lasting legacy at Rollins

Your gift,
your way

Become a lifelong member
of the Cloverleaf Society.
Partner with Rollins to prepare
our next generation of global
citizens and responsible leaders
for tomorrow’s challenges.

SPRING | 2012

Contact us today. We’ll help
you make a gift—to yourself, and
to Rollins.
Amanda Hopkins, JD ’04
Director of Planned Giving
www.rollins.edu/giving 4 1

Thank You,
Alumni Global Day of Service Participants!
Your meaningful contributions to
the greater global communities
make a profound impact on the
world. Thank you for representing
Rollins on November 5, 2011, and
every day as community leaders.
Because of you, the second annual
Rollins Alumni Association Global
Day of Service spanned from
Central Florida to Australia.
The next Alumni Global Day of
Service is November 3, 2012.
Details will be available this fall at
www.rollins.edu/alumni/service.

While studying abroad in Sydney, Australia, Student Alumni Ambassador Alli
Hensch ’13 (l) and Cass Yankala ’13 volunteer for an ecological regeneration
project within the Centennial Parklands in honor of Alumni Global Day of Service.

Rollins College Walk of Fame
Pave the way for lifelong Rollins connections.
Leave your legacy on a historical campus landmark.
The Walk of Fame is a collection of more than
500 stones engraved with the names of influential
thinkers from the past and present. An honored

For a minimum contribution of $250 or more to
the Rollins Alumni Association, you will receive:
• One 4” x 8” engraved brick with a personalized
inscription placed on the Walk of Fame
• A special card recounting this landmark’s history

tradition at Rollins since 1929, the Walk of Fame
is a source of pride and inspiration for alumni,

Visit www.rollins.edu/alumni/walkoffame or
call 800.799.ALUM to place your order today!

students, and visitors who stroll along its path.
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CLASS NEWS

AMANDA D’ASSARO
Class News Editor
P=ROLLINS PARENT

Beverly Copen ’58

Julia ’97 and
John Tucker ’96

Jim Ramsey ’84

Felicia Hutnick ’79

Shannon O’Grady ’98

Shannon Severin ’98

1950s

1980s

’50 | Our condolences to Arnold
Howell, whose wife, Joyce, died
September 4, 2011.

’84 | Jim Ramsey and David Hannah reconnected last summer in Arlington, VA.
The two are pictured with their intramural basketball championship trophy.

’58 | “Sunset of the Century,” a
photograph celebrating the sunsets
of Sedona, AZ, by Beverly Keivman
Copen, received first place in
Arizona Highways magazine’s 2012
Online Photography Contest last
August and was featured in the
September issue of the magazine.
Beverly has lived in Sedona for
seven years.

’86 | Allison Standish Plimpton was
named vice president of commercial
lending for the greater Hartford and
Manchester areas at First Niagara
late last year. Allison is charged with

Christina Simon ’98

managing commercial relationships
throughout the region, generating
new business banking opportunities,
and expanding commercial loans and
deposit relationships for the bank.
’88 | Dana Gebhart Fiser, global CEO
of Jenny Craig, Inc., was honored in
the Moves Magazine 2011 awards
feature. Other honorees include designer Betsey Johnson, journalist Lisa
Ling, and actor Rosie Perez.

1960s

1970s

’79 | Felicia Hutnick and Nancy
Yeargin Furman ’77 tailgated with
Clemson students Alexis Hutnick
Kaiser and Robert Furman at a Clemson football game last fall.

Barry Janay ’00

Jon ’99 and
Emily Titone ’97

1990s
’95 | Christopher Fitzgerald will play
alongside actors Kristin Wiig and
Annette Bening in the film Imogene,
which will be released this year.
’97 | Greg Romagnoli was named
partner and executive vice president
of brand development at Dog & Pony
Advertising and Smoke and Mirrors
Video Production Studios in Miami,
FL. Greg lives in Fort Lauderdale with
his English bulldog Vegas. Julia
Jerome Tucker ’00MHR and husband,
John Tucker ’96, welcomed James
Jerome Stewart on 10/11/11.
’98 | Shannon Barry O’Grady and
husband, Chris, welcomed Teagan
Foster on 6/28/11. Shannon Gryn Severin and husband, Will, welcomed
Christopher William on 10/19/11.
Christina Leh Simon ’01MBA and
husband, Todd, welcomed Cassidy
Grace on 9/15/11.

’64 | For last year’s 10th anniversary of
9/11, Russell Friedman published an
op-ed piece about why we should
remember 9/11 in the Los Angeles
Daily News on September 7, 2011.

’76 | On May 7 in St. Augustine, FL,
Hollis Stacy will be inducted into the
World Golf Hall of Fame Veterans Category during Players Championship
week. Hollis, a three-time U.S. Girls’ Junior winner, holds 18 career LPGA titles,
including three U.S. Women’s Opens.

Allison Plimpton ’86

Bucci (l) and medical director Manuel R. Perez Martinot (r) welcome former President Bill Clinton
to the Eye Institute of the Sacred Heart.

’99 | Jon Titone and wife, Emily
Emerson Titone ’97, welcomed
Hunter Samuel on 9/24/11.

A CLEAR VISION

2000s

The Spring 2010 issue featured a story on Frank Bucci ’74 and his
commitment to complete 1,000 cataract surgeries at his eye center
in Peru, the Eye Institute of the Sacred Heart (Instituto de Ojos
Sacro Cuore). As of November 1, 2011 (two years after signing a
contract with the Clinton Foundation), the institute has performed
4,400 free contact surgeries.

’00 | Barry Janay and wife, Lauren,
welcomed Sophie Claire on 7/7/11.
Nellie Lackman became partner in
the litigation practice at Cowan
DeBaets Abrahams & Sheppard LLP,
a boutique intellectual property,
media, and entertainment law firm, in
August 2011. She specializes in copyright, trademark, digital media, and
entertainment law.
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IN MEMORY

A HEART TURNED TOWARD LOVE AND LIFE

MARTIN FARKASH, 1937-2011
In Deuteronomy, Moses told the Israelites, “I have set before
you life and good or death and evil.” Together with Sandra, his
beloved wife and constant companion of forty years, Marty Farkash
always chose life.
His gift was love, and it was a gift that touched everyone who
knew him. A man of remarkable compassion and extraordinary learning,
an inspiring teacher, and a skilled psychotherapist, Professor of
Psychology Martin Edward Farkash devoted his life to his family, his
students, and his patients. On December 6, 2011, he died peacefully
at home in Longwood, Florida.

MY INSPIRATION AND HERO.
Dr. Farkash led me to pursue my doctorate in clinical psychology, and I will forever be grateful for
his unconditional support and guidance.
—Ali Pollack ’06

Marty received his B.A. from the City University of New York,
his M.A. from Yeshiva University, and his Ph.D. from what is now
Albert Einstein College of Medicine. At Rollins, he found the perfect
environment for his teaching and scholarship. He created a number of
courses that quickly became among the most consistently popular
classes in the history of the college, including Suicide and Depression
and Hanging Loose in an Uptight World. Students loved the fact that
he not only taught them to think critically but to open their minds to
new possibilities.
In addition to his teaching, Marty had an extensive, successful
practice as a clinical psychologist and was active in his profession. His
broad clinical knowledge made him an invaluable resource for his
students, both as a personal and a professional adviser. Interim Dean
of the Arts and Sciences Robert Smither describes him as “one of the
most caring persons ever associated with Rollins College. It would be
hard to count the many students, alumni, and colleagues who were in
some way touched by Marty’s wisdom and kindness.”
Marty’s intense love for his family was the driving force in his life.
Marty and Sandra—and it was often hard to think of them separately—
were close with their son, Evan, and his wife, Cherie, who live in
Boston, and their younger son, Mathew, who lives in Manhattan.
Marty waged a heroic
seven-year battle with
melanoma. Unwilling
to yield to its relentless
attack, Marty endured
without complaint a
wide range of often
painful medical therapies
as he fought for his
health and to help others
struggling against cancer.
Even when his
physicians warned him
death was near, he
refused to give up. His daughter-in-law was due to deliver his and
Sandra’s first grandchild on Thanksgiving. He lived long enough to
celebrate with his family the birth of his grandson, David Logan Farkash.
—Kenneth Curry Professor of Literature Maurice O’Sullivan

Donations can be made in Farkash’s memory to the Rollins College
Book-a-Year Program, c/o the Rollins College Gift Lockbox, PO Box
864168, Orlando, FL 32886-4168.
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Christiana Thornton ’02

Akmal Ali ’03

Lorna Truett ’02

Alicia Stevens ’03

’01 | Last summer, Matthew Porter
won the United States Tennis Association National Men’s Open Grass Courts
title, singles and doubles, in Newport,
RI. A stockbroker in Boston, Matthew
was the number one player on the
2001 Rollins National Tennis Championship team.
’02| Christiana Laventure Thornton
was appointed president and CEO of
the New Hampshire Bankers Association statewide trade association.
Former vice president of government
relations at the organization, Christiana
will continue to manage the deployment of state and federal government
relations assets in addition to her new
responsibilities, which include media
and public relations and membership
development and office administration. She lives in Manchester, NH, with
her husband, Jeff, and their two children, Owen and Natalie. Lorna Truett
recently joined Mark M. O’Mara, P.A.
law firm as an associate, representing
clients in a variety of criminal and family law cases. Lorna earned a juris doctorate from Florida A&M University
College of Law in December 2010 and
has worked as a legal assistant for the
past ten years.
’03 | Akmal Ali, former deputy director in the SAFETY Act office of the Department of Homeland Security, was
appointed principal at the Washington,
D.C.-based government consulting
firm Catalyst Partners. In his new role,
Akmal will concentrate on the firm’s
homeland security portfolio. Heather
Newberg Erickson married Jesse
Erickson in Sanford, FL, on 11/11/11.
Amanda Smith Hungerford and husband, Bruce, welcomed Avery Jean on
3/9/11. Our apologies to Kevin Rahimi

Derek McIver ’06

and Morgan Ayres Rahimi ’04 for publishing the incorrect name for their son
Callaway in the fall 2011 issue. Alicia
Stevens owns and operates Alicia
Stevens Yoga in Sarasota, FL, and leads
yoga retreats internationally. Alicia also
serves as yoga specialist at IMG
executives, where her clients include
musicians, advertising executives, and
film producers. She has produced Full
Moon Flow and Vinyasa and Vino,
popular yoga events in Sarasota. In
December 2011, Alicia hosted Hyatt
Regency Sarasota’s first yoga retreat.
She credits Rollins and her first yoga
instructor, Charles, for jumpstarting
her journey.
’06 | Laura Evans ’09MBA married
Wyatt Flores ’07 in the Bahamas on
6/4/11. Peterson Hostetler works as a
financial adviser with Morgan Stanley
Smith Barney in Chattanooga, TN.
Derek McIver married Matthew Turner
in Mexico City, Mexico, last summer. In
May 2011, Derek completed his MBA at
Suffolk University.

Laura Flores ’06

been active in rebuilding New Orleans,
LA, since 2006 following the devastation from Hurricane Katrina.

IN MEMORY
Janet Harrington Weidmann ’42 died
September 27, 2011.
Dean W. Waddell ’43 died January
1, 2012.
Nancy Corbett Dillon ’45 died
November 19, 2011.
Gus K. Sakkis ’48 died November
23, 2011.
Jack W. Belt ’50 died November 6, 2011.
George W. Bissett ’52 died October
16, 2011.

Heather Erickson ’03

Elizabeth Wagley Danforth ’55 died
August 10, 2011.
Ann Johnston Hearn ’65 died
December 1, 2011.
Michael J. Vonder Heide ’80 died
December 12, 2011.
Stephen P. Langsenkamp ’85 died
November 12, 2011.
Michelle Rice Mitchell ’91 died
February 18, 2012.
Anthony W. Orrell ’95 died
September 12, 2011.
Kathleen O’Callaghan ’98 died
December 30, 2011.
Elouise Cobell ’07H died October
16, 2011. ■

James F. Bocook ’55 died September
17, 2011.

’10 | Adrian Cohn began serving as site
supervisor of the St. Bernard Project
on October 10, 2011. The project has
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SUBMIT CLASS NEWS

GOT NEWS
YOU WANT
TO SHARE?

Visit www.rollins.edu/alumni/connect/class-news.html to
fill out a Class News submission form, or mail your news to:
Rollins College Class News, Office of Alumni Relations,
1000 Holt Ave. - 2736, Winter Park, FL 32789-4499.
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A Gift of Historic Proportions
A birthday present in honor of
Linda Buck Meyer ’69 will ensure
an enriching education for the
next generation of Rollins students.

There are many ways to celebrate a
spouse’s birthday—throw a surprise party,
splurge on jewelry, take a trip to an exotic
locale. Larry Meyer opted for something
less traditional.
For his wife’s birthday, Meyer established
The Linda Elizabeth Buck Meyer Endowed
Scholarship Fund, which will provide tuition
support for English and history majors for
years to come.

Why Rollins?
For Linda Buck Meyer ’69, Rollins
offered a transformational education that

Linda (second from left) and Larry Buck Meyer, along with son Travis (far left), celebrate the wedding of their daughter
Elizabeth to Ryan Kirkpatrick.

laid the foundation for the rest of her life.
“I received a very literate education.
I had expansive reading and writing
opportunities, and I think that small classes

The scholarship reflects the life and values of the person whom Larry describes as
“a beautiful woman inside and out who has a positive outlook on life and a
strong devotion to family and friends.”

encouraged those possibilities and reinforced
my love of reading,” Linda said. “Happily, I

analysis and critical thinking, she currently

had that liberal arts background before

provides legal, financial planning, and

stances, to secure a place in an engaging

entering law school, a more focused and

investment advising services to women who

but challenging academic community.

technical pursuit.”

are widowed or going through divorce.

Beginning her student life at Rollins in
the midst of significant changes and the
social unrest of the ’60s, Linda studied

allowing top students, regardless of circum-

“Words can’t express what a fabulous
person Linda is in all respects,” Larry said.

Why an endowed scholarship?
“It seemed appropriate to recognize

“Her friends from Rollins would agree that she
is a living testament to the positive nature

history and discovered a thriving academic

Rollins College—an important part of her

of one’s experience as a student at Rollins.

community and a social niche on campus

life’s development—on her birthday,” Larry

Her classmates and friends from Rollins—

among the Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters.

said. The scholarship reflects the life and

and there are several—underscore what a

“Rollins was a good place for me,” Linda

values of the person whom Larry describes

terrific place it was and is to go to college.”

said. “I could excel academically while

as “a beautiful woman inside and out who

enjoying a college experience. It was small

has a positive outlook on life and a strong

know that this endowed scholarship will

enough not to be intimidating, but it was

devotion to family and friends.”

allow others to benefit from a Rollins

also large enough so that one could bounce
ideas off different types of people.”
After Rollins, Linda went on to graduate

Because of the College’s strong

For her part, Linda is overjoyed to

education, just as she has.

reputation, Rollins receives applications

—Meredith Vance

each year from prospective students of the

from The University of Texas School of Law,

highest quality. For some of these students,

and then practiced law with the federal

however, the cost of a first-rate liberal arts

To learn more about ways to advance
Rollins’ mission through endowed and

government and a private law firm in

education is simply out of reach. Endowed

legacy gifts, please contact Lisa Thomson,

Washington, D.C., where she met Larry.

scholarships play an essential role in making

associate vice president for development,

Continuing to apply her skills of reasoned

a Rollins education more accessible while

at 407-646-2010
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Rollins Alumni Travel Program:

YOUR GATEWAY TO THE WORLD

Pursue your desire for life-long learning
with enriching journeys to fascinating
worldwide destinations.

CLASSIC SAFARI: KENYA & TANZANIA
September 12-28, 2012 | Post-tour Extension: Zanzibar

TREASURES OF PERU WITH MACHU PICCHU
& LAKE TITICACA | June 4-14, 2012
Post-tour Extension: Amazon Rainforest

HOLIDAYS IN BAVARIA & AUSTRIA | December 4-11, 2012
Post-tour Extension: Prague

All post-tour extensions are optional. Visit www.rollins.edu/alumni/travel
or call 800.799.ALUM for more information.
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THE LAST WORD

Courage of the Fearless Crew
I stepped into the middle of the circle of seated students. I wound
I spent my first two years at Rollins avoiding courses that required
myself up and let the lyrics sail out of my mouth as I began to dance
me to speak or perform. Because of this, I can’t tell you the difference
around the edge. “Just sit right back and you’ll hear a tale, a tale of a
between a Monet and a Manet. The art history class I signed up for had
fateful trip.” Fateful for sure if I embarrass myself in front of Harold.
an oral presentation on the syllabus. I noticed it and thought, “I’ll say
“The weather started getting rough. The tiny ship was tossed. If
something stupid and look like an idiot in front of the boys.” I dropped
not for the courage of the fearless crew, the Minnow would be lost, the
the class and replaced it with Biological Diversity (Plants). No presentation,
Minnow would be lost.” Fearless Crew. Fearless me?
lots of microscope focusing.
“Higher, lift those knees higher,” Kane shouted as he and my
During the winter term of my junior year, a friend who worked for the
classmates clapped at my every turn.
registrar burst into my dorm room. “You must take Professor Kane’s Intro to
I skipped around the circle faster
Theatre,” she said. “He makes everyone
and faster, losing my fear of expressing
sing and dance around the room. I
my emotions, losing my fear of
heard it’s a riot.”
“Why did you all sign up?” asked Professor Kane.
looking silly, losing my fear of being
“Sounds like fun,” I smiled,
Several students said they’d heard it would be fun.
out of control. Kane’s unconventional
contemplating the class for 30 seconds
teaching style would go on to
before dismissing the idea. No way did
empower me to take speech classes my
I possess the courage to do anything
I boomed. The room fell silent. Thirty-eight eyes
senior year, teach in graduate school,
like that. As the final date to register
turned to stare at me, including Harold’s.
speak at town meetings, and sing at
for spring classes approached, my friend
karaoke nights. His class would also
mentioned that Harold1—the funniest
“I like your honesty, Julie,” Kane said.
inspire me to participate in my own
guy on campus, the one I drooled
life. Being on that Rollins stage taught
over—had signed up for the class.
me that the only way to get off my emotionless island was to give myself
I wrestled with myself for a few hours before opening the registration
permission to show emotion.
form and adding the class. I sealed my form in the envelope and walked it
Round and round I skipped, practically churning myself into
over to the Registrar’s office.
theatrical butter. I loved this. I felt free for the first time since childhood.
On the way back to my dorm, I thought, “What have I done?”
Nothing could stop me now.
Two weeks later, I showed up to the class and sure enough Harold
Well, nothing but the clock.
was there. Professor Kane handed out the syllabus and asked, “Why did
My song and dance was almost over. But I didn’t want to sit down.
you all sign up?” Several students said they’d heard it would be fun. I
Why couldn’t it be a three-hour tune? Kane clapped, “Well done, Julie.
hesitated to speak, but something deep inside pushed me to respond.
You’ve shown the others how to do it.”
“To get out of my hellish shell,” I boomed from a couch in the back.
Me, a leader?
The room fell silent. Thirty-eight eyes turned to stare at me,
I sat down amid the applause. No one had laughed at me.
including Harold’s. “I like your honesty, Julie,” Kane said.
At the end of class, Harold approached. “Are you always
His remark encouraged me. I felt my shell starting to crack.
this brave?” ■
At the end of the first class Kane asked, “Who’ll volunteer first to
sing and dance around the room tomorrow?” I thrust my hand in the
air, “I will.”
I regretted that decision right away. Why go first and be the guinea
Julie Nardone ’79 lives in Massachusetts
pig? What if I did it wrong? What would I sing? I grew so nervous that I
where she is a freelance writer, inspihad to chug half a Miller Light to make it to my scheduled performance
rational rebel, and karaoke singer.
the next morning at 10 a.m. I needed something to de-jumble my nerves.
Her
stories have appeared in newspapers
“What are you going to sing for us?” asked Kane.
and magazines as well as on the radio
“The theme song from Gilligan’s Island.” I’d always felt trapped

“To get out of my hellish shell,”

by my emotions, so a song about a group of misfits unable to get off an
island seemed appropriate.

and the Internet. Contact Julie at

1

the good old days at Rollins.

The name has been changed.
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giuliettan@gmail.com to chat about
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“I have newly found passions, friends from all over the world,
and close relationships with my professors. Rollins has definitely made a
lasting impression in my life.”
MEET BECCA JUNTUNEN ’13,
an economics and math double
major who fell in love with Australian studies. She’s a leader in
the Residential Life assistant
program, a traveling volunteer
for disaster and homeless relief
efforts, and a caller for the Fox
Club Phone-a-thon. Not shy about
broadening her perspective,
Becca took her studies to Sydney,
Australia, where she interacted
with Aborigines and snorkeled
the Great Barrier Reef.
Together, your annual gifts of all
sizes make extraordinary student
experiences like Becca’s possible.

That’s the power of
The Rollins Fund.
Visit www.rollins.edu/giving
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REU NI O N 2 013
March 22-24
AFFINITY REUNIONS

CLASS REUNIONS

Music • Kappa Alpha Theta – ΚΑΘ
Sigma Phi Epsilon – ΣΦΕ
Kappa Alpha – ΚΑ

1943 • 1948 • 1953 • 1958 •1963
1968 • 1973 • 1978 • 1983 • 1988
1993 • 1998 • 2003 • 2008

For more information: www.rollins.edu/reunion

800.799.ALUM

reunion@rollins.edu

